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1. GENERAL

This report describes the Reconnnendation93-l/NESSCAP Implementation PIan (IP)
activities during the March-April 1995 period.

Major effort during this period was the completion of the proposed draft
nuclear explosive and weapon surety (NEWS) orders by field elements and a
integrated review and incorporating revisions by a combined Headquarters and
operations office effort.

Efforts associated with these actions are described in enclosures to this
report. Initial draft Department of Energy (DOE) Orders 5610.10 and 5610.11,
which were reviewed by a joint Headquarters and field orders integration team
on April 19-20, 1995, are provided as enclosures.

One of the major elements of the orders preparation process has been the on-
going effort to incorporate the nuclear safety requirements contained in DOE
5480 Series Orders into the revised NEWS orders.

2. CURRENTACTIVITIES

a. Initial Draft Orders Completed:

Program emphasis has focused on completing draft DOE 5610.10 and 5610.11
Orders. The drafts, a product of a concerted effort among Defense
Programs (DP), Environment, Safety and Health, and field offices, was
received by the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military Application and
Stockpile Support (DASMASS) on March 30, 1995.

b. Initial Draft Orders Review:

An internal Headquarters DOE review was conducted of the draft orders and
comments were forwarded to the Field Integration Team on April li, 1995.
These conwnentsformed the basis of discussion for the Headquarters/field
DOE 5610 Order Integration Group (OIG) meeting on April 19-20, 1995, where
the draft was finalized.

The documents will also undergo an internal DP technical/editorial review
process to assure that they meet current Departmental editorial criteria.
While there will be some limited text anctdocument organization changes
during this editorial review process, few substantive technical changes
are anticipated. Copies of informal draft orders were provided to all
working group participants. Nuclear surety standards were modified to
reflect agreements made at the OIG. Copies of the draft DOE Orders
5610.10 and 5610.11 are provided as enclosures 2 and 3.



c. Policy Oversight Group (POG)

On April 24, 1995, the second 93-1/NESSCAP POG met and was chaired by
DASMASS. This meeting focused on: potential changes in the Department’s
nuclear explosive safety standards (NESS); the use of qualitative risk
assessments in the nuclear explosive safety process; and the 93-1/NESSCAP
schedule. Additionally, programmatic impacts from consolidating nuclear
surety orders and nuclear explosive orders into a single nuclear surety
program were discussed. In principal, DASMASS agreed to consolidate DOE
Orders 5610.10, 5610.11, 5610.13 and 5610.15 into a single nuclear surety
order. An implementation schedule or plan of action has not been decided.

d. Impacts of Surety Standard Modifications:

The Department is currently reviewing several options for the policy
statements (surety standards) that forms the basis of the NEWS program.
These options are being independently review~d by several groups including
the DASMASS Safety, Security, and Control (SC) Committee, the DASMASS
Weapons Panel, and the OIG.

The S2C Committee is chartered by DASMASS to develop a strategic nuclear
safety, security, and control (surety) vision. This includes reviewing
and recommending changes, as ap~ropriate, to the DOE nuclear explosive
safety standards. During the SC meeting on April 25-26, 1995, the
Committee debated several nuclear surety policy alternatives and developed
a suggested version that was referred to the POG. The S2C Committee
proposal is provided as enclosure 4.

The surety standards will also be considered by the DASMASS Weapons Panel
to ensure consistency and adequately describe the overall Departmental
goals. Once completed, the revised surety standards will be incorporated
in the proposed DOE 5610.10 and 5610.11 Orders.

e. Document Configuration Control:

A configuration control program is being maintained to ensure that the
master copy of the proposed orders are not changed without approval of the
POG. Under this program, the proposed orders will also receive an
administrative review for scope, format, and compliance with the
Department’s administrative procedures for orders and directives. Any
substantial changes will be delayed until the supporting documentation
(implementing guides’,technical standards, etc.,) has been developed
sufficiently to permit verification of all actions required under the
93-1/NESSCAP 1P.

During the orders preparation process, extensive interactions took place
between participating Headquarters elements and field organizations to
assure incorporation c?fnuclear safety requirements applicable to other
defense nuclear fac$l~ties. A detailed description of this process is
provided in enclosure 5. A report of field integration activities,
addressing Reconsnendation93-1 Action 4 Report tasks. Actions completed
on each task is discussed in the attachment to enclosure 5.
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3. FUTUREACTIVITIES:

a. Standards and Guides Preparation:

The development of implementing guides and technical standards is
underway. The schedule for completing this task is listed below. This is
a very resource intensive effort. To expedite this process, the field
teams have been augmented with Headquarters subject matter experts and
technical editors. The following guides and standards are being
developed:

G-561O.11, Implementation Guide for Use with DOE Order 5610.11
Field Review: May2-4, 1995.

DOE-STD-ZZZZ-95, Personne7 Assurance Program, Technical Standard
Field Review: May 16-18, 1995.

DOE-STD-YYYY-95,/tuc7earExplosive Safety Study Program, Technical
Standard
Field Review: June 6-8, 1995.

DOE-STD-XXXX-95,Hazards Analysis, Technical Standard
Field Review: June 20-22 & 27-29, 1995.

DOE-STD-BBBB-95,Nuclear Explosive Surety Program Appraisals, Technical
Standard
Field Review: June 27-29, 1995.

b. Document Coordination:

Since the proposed standards and guide will address many major portions of
the NESS program processes and procedures, a thorough quality review is
necessary to assure that all significant commitments have been
incorporated. Equally important, the complete document package must be
consistent with the Department’s new directives system guidelines. These
same guidelines require cross verification of each document to ensure the
goals and requirements are presented correctly.

While prudent judgment has been exercised with regard to the scope and
nature of the proposed NEWS program standards and guides, some additional
actions are anticipated. Also, many of the program documents were
developed in parallel; therefore, it is necessary that they be thoroughly
reviewed to ensure no major nuclear explosive safety concern has been
overlooked.

c. Schedule Impact:

It is anticipated that final technical editing and quality control
validations will require an additional 30 days. This review will also
ensure that all elements of the Recommendation 93-1 Action 4 Report,
NESSCAP, and the Recommendation 93-1/NESSCAP 1P have been satisfied.
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Since Headquarters receipt of the last technical standards will not occur
until June 29, 1995, a l-month extension is required to complete internal
reviews. It is our intention to forward all orders, guides, and standards
(both final and interim draft copies) to the board on June 30, 1995. ,
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DOS Order 5610.10

ENCLO>URLZ

OIG DRAFT

DOE Order 5610.10

s E T:UBJ C NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVE AND WEAPON SURET~N

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

s c To establish the top level Department of Energy
(D& SOIICY, Responsibilities and Authorities, and
Requirements for its Nuclear Explosive and Weapon Surety
(NEWS) Program.

CANC ELLATION= i DOE 5610.10, Nuclear Explosive and Weapon
Safety Program, of 10-10-90 is superseded in its entirety.

,~% This Order establishes Nuclear Explosive Surety
Standards, Weapon Design Safety requirements, and Appraisal
requirements for the DOE NEWS Program. Specific requirements
for related elements of the NEWS Program are provided In the
5610-series Orders identified in paragraph 8. Unplanned
operations (e.g., Accident Response Group activities) are not
addressed in the 5610-series Orders.

APPLICABI LIT~. This Order applies to DOE Headquarters, Field
Elements, Contractors, and Subcontractors that manage,
oversee, or conduct the NEWS Program, as provided by law
and/or by contract as implemented by the appropriate
contracting officer.

REFERENCES.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

DOE Order
Appraisal

DOE Order
of ~

5482.lB, Environment, Safety, and Health
Program, of 11-18-91.

5610.11, Safety of Nuclear ExplOsive Operations.
—*

DOE Order 5610.12, Packaging and Offsite Transportation of
Nuclear Components, and Special Assemblies Associated with
the Nuclear Explosive and Weapon Safety program, of 7-26-
94.

DOE Order 5610.13, Joint Department of Energy/Department of
Defense Nuclear Weapon System Safety, Security and Control
Activities, of 10-10-90.

DOE Order 5610.14, Transportation Safeguards System Program
Operations, of 5-12-93. “

DOE Order 5610.15, Nuclear Surety: Security and Control, of
sBl_*
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DOE Order 5610.10 OIGDRAFT

g.”DOE 5632.lC, Protection and Control of Safeguards and.
Security Interest, of 7-15-94.

h. 10CFR 830.120, Quality AssUanc8

6. ~EFINITIONS.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9*

Abnormal Environment. In DoD operations, those
environments as defined in a weapon’s stockpile-to
-target-sequence and military characteristics in which the
weapon is not expected to retain full operational
reliability. In DOE operations, abnormal environment means
an environment that is not expected to occur during nuclear
explosive operations and associated activities.

Environment. Safetv and Health (ES&H1. Risk reduction
measures to control or mitigate the possibility of exposing
people to hazardous materials or hazardous energy. This
includes, for example, environmental protection, nuclear
safety, criticality safety, occupational safety, fire
protection, industrial hygiene, health physics,
occupational medicine, industrial safety, and radioactive
and hazardous waste management.

Hiah Exnlc?sive (HE) DefIaaration. A rapid chemical
reaction in which the output of heat is sufficient for the
reaction to proceed and accelerate without input of heat
from another source. Deflagration is a surface phenomenon,
with the reaction products flowing away from the unreacted
material along the surface at subsonic velooity.

Hiah EXD1OS ive Detonation. A violent chemical reaction
within a chemical compound or mechanical mixture evolving
heat and pressure. A detonation is a reaction that
proceeds through the reacted material toward the unreacted
material at a supersonic velocity.

Normal Environment. The expected logistical and
operational environments as defined in a weapon’s
stockpile-to-target-sequence and military characteristics
that the weapon is required to survive without degradation
in operational reliability. In DOE operations, normal
environment means the environment in which nuclear
explosive operations and associated activities are expected
to be performed.

Nuclea r Deto atlo~ An energy release through a nuclear
process, dur;ng a ~eriod of time on the order of one
microsecond, in an amount equivalent to the energy released
by detonating four or more pounds of TNT.

Nuclear EXD1OS1VQ. my assembly containing fissionable
and/or fusionable materials and main charge high explosive
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DOE Order 5610.10 OIG DRAFT

parts or propellants capable of producing a nuclear
detonation (e.g., a nuclear weapon or test device).

h.

i.

~.

k.

1.

m.

n.

0.

P*

u“

Nuclear EXD1OS ive Area (NEA). Any area that contains a
nuclear explosive or collocated pit and main charge high
explosive parts.

Nuclear Exnloslve and WeaDon Suretv (NEWS) Proaram. The
DOE program devoted to the safety, security and control of
nuclear explosives and nuclear weapons.

Nuclear ExDlos3ve O~eration. Any activity involving a
nuclear explosive, includfng activities in which main
charge high explosive parts and pit are collocated.

Nuclear-ExDlosive-oD eration Associated Activities.
Activities directly associated with a specific nuclear
explosive operation, such as work on a bomb nose or tail
subassembly, even when physically separated from the bomb’s
nuclear explosive subassembly.

Nuclear ExDIOSive Safetv (NES) Risk reduction measures to
control or mitigate the possib~lity of unintended or
unauthorized nuclear detonation, or high explosive
detonation or deflagration, in a nuclear explosive area.

Nuclear EXDIOSIVe Safety Studv . A formal evaluation of the
adequacy of risk reduction measures to satisfy the DOE
nuclear explosive safety standards.

Nuclear EXDIOSiVe Safetv Sunev. A formal DOE process
whereby a DOE nuclear explosive operation is evaluated by
conducting a comparative analysis of the operation with the
nuclear explosive operation evaluated in an existing
Nuclear Explosive Safety Study report.

Nuclear Weanon A nuclear explosive configured for
operational us: by the Department of Defense (DOD).

Nuclear Yield. The nuclear energy released in the
detonation of a nuclear explosive, measured in terms of the
weight of trinitrotoluene (TNT) required to produce the
same amount of energy release.

Positive Measures. Design features, safety rules,
procedures, or other controls used individually or
collectively to provide nuclear explosive surety. Positive
measures are intended to assure a safe response in
applicable operations and be controllable. Some examples
of positive measures are strong-link switches; other safety
devices; administrative procedures and controls; general
and specific nuclear explosive safety rules; design control
of electrical equipment and mechanical tooling; and

.

,
3 20 Apr 95
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DOE Order 5610.10 or G DRAFT

7.

8.

physical, electrical, and mechanical restraints
incorporated in facilities and transport equipment.

r. Surety. Safety, security, and control of nuclear
explosives.

The DOE shall maintain a formal, comprehensive, and systematic
NEWS progr~ with the primary goal to protect the public and
worker health and safety, and the environment.

NUCLEAR EXPLOSIV E and WEAPON SURETY ORDERS.

The DOE nuclear explosive and weapon surety program is
governed by this Order and the following related DOE Orders:

a.

b.

c.

.

d.

DOE Order 5610.11, Safety of IVuclear Ex@oslve OPt?ratiOns,
of TED establishes the DOE policy, responsibilities
and authorities, and requirements for assuring the safe
conduct of DOE nuclear explosive operations. It addresses
both NES and ES&H.

DOE Order 5610.12, Packaging and Offsite Transportation of
Nuclear Components, and Special Assemblies Associated with
the Nuclear Explosive and Weapon Safety Program of 7-26-94,
establishes policy, objectives, responsibilities and
authorities, and requirements for the safe packaging and
offsite transportation of nuclear components and special
assemblies associated with the nuclear weapons program
requiring the use of the Transportation Safeguards System
(TSS).

DOE Order 5610.13, Joint Department of Energy/Department of
Defense Nuclear Weapon System Safety, Security and Control
Activities, of 10-10-90, establishes the DOE policy,
responsibilities and authorities, and requirements for
addressing joint nuclear weapon and nuclear weapon system
Issues in oonjunctlon with the Department of Defense (DoD).
It covers DOE participation In DoD Nuclear Weapon System
Safety Groups which conduct safety studies of nuclear
weapon systems operated by the DoD, and develop weapon
system safety rules governing those operations.

DOE Order 5610.14, Transportation Safeguards System Program
Operations of 5-12-93, establishes DOE policy,
responsibilities and authorities, and requirements for the
management and operation of the TSS program. The TSS .
Program covers transportation of nuclear explosives,
DOE-owned Categories I and II quantities of special nuclear
material, classified configurations of nuclear weapons,
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e.

limited life components, and other forms and quantities of
strategic materials as approved by AL.

DOE Order 5610.15, Nuclear Surety: Secuitg =d Control, _
nD establishes DOE policy and objectives,
responsibilities and authorities, and requirements for the
management of the Security and Control Program.

9. RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES. Within the DOE, safety is a
line management responsibility. The following
responsibilities and authorities apply to the NEWS Program:

a.

b.

.

c.

d.

Sec etarv of Eneravr (s-1) has ultimate responsibility for
the surety of all nuclear explosive operations conducted by
the Department and/or its contractors and has joint
responsibility for the surety of nuclear weapons in DoD
custody . Also designates the DOE member of the Nuclear
Weapons Council.

Assietant Sec etarvr for Defense Proarams (DP-11, through
the Under Secretary, is responsible for:

(1) Implementing the Secretary’s policy for line
management responsibility for the NEWS Program,
including those aspects of the Program related to
safety and health of workers and the public; and
protection of the environment.

(2) Concurring in DoD-proposed nuclear weapon system
safety rules.

.,

(3) Ensuring, in coordination with the Assistant
Secretary for Environment, Safety, and Health, that
appropriate ES&H requirements are integrated with
NEWS requirements and that divergence does not occur.

Assistant Sec et m for Environment.
(EH-11 is res~n%ble for:

Safetv end Health

(1) Assisting the Assistant Secretary for Defense
Programs (DP-1) in ES&H disciplines, as requested.

(2) Coordinating with DP-1 on ES&H requirements so that
divergence between ES&H and NEWS Programs does not
occur.

DeDUtV Assistant $ecretarv for Militarv ADDlicatiOn and
StockDile sUDDOrt (DP-201 is responsible for:

(1) Developing NEWS Program policy, requirements, and
standards for promulgation by the Secretary.

(2) Providing overall NEWS Program management and
direction including implementing surety policy,

5 20 Apr 95
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DOE Order 5610.10 01 G DRAFT

e.

f.

9“

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)m

(7)

developing surety directives, and interfacing with
the DoD’s nuclear weapon system safety program.

Assuring that there Is an active and continuous
review of the stockpile to identify surety concerns
and a program to provide for the stockpile
improvements or positive measures to address
identified concerns.

Assuring that all surety actions related to nuclear
weapons requiring a DOE concurrence to the DoD are
thoroughly analyzed from a surety viewpoint by
qualified experts, with special emphasis on the DOE’s
joint responsibility.

Conducting DP-20 self assessments, and conducting
appraisals of Operations Offices to evaluate
compliance with 5610-series Orders.

Coordinating nuclear explosive safety, security, and
use control policies to assure balance and
consistency with the nuclear explosive surety
standards.

Developing; implementing, and maintaining a Dp-20
quality assurance plan (QAP) and approving operations
office QAPs and implementing plans, which shall
include nuclear explosive operations, in accordance
with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 830.120.

Office of Securitv Affairs (NN-50) is responsible for:

(1) Establishing safeguards and security policies and
standards for nuclear explosives, nuclear components,
and special nuclear assemblies.

(2) Advising the Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs
as to the adequacy of DOE and DOE contractor
safeguards and security programs.

Director of Securitv Evaluation (EH-4) is responsible for
providing safeguards and security inspection reports to
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military Application and
Stockpile Support.

Manaaers of oDe rations Offices are responsible to DP-20 for
implementing the provisions of this and related Orders in
their areas of authority and responsibility. Thfs
includes:

(1) Assuring that NEWS Program responsibilities, as
appropriate, are assigned to operations office
organizations, laboratories, contractors, and
subcontractors.

6 20 Apr 9S
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h.

i.

10.

a.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Assuring that management and staff have full access
and free communications with the Operations Office
Manager on NEWS matters.

Developing and publishing field directives as
necessary to implement this Order and related Orders.

Conducting operational aspects of the NEWS Program ‘
for onsite transportation activities.

Integrating ES&H requirements into nuclear explosive
operations and associated activities, while
maintaining appropriate focus on nuclear explosive
safety.

Assuring surety of nuclear explosives during nuclear
explosive operations.

Developing, implementing, and maintaining an
operations office QAP and approving wntractor QAPs
and implementing plans, which shall include nuclear
explosive operations, in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 830.120.

Manaaer. Albuaue raue Operations Office (AL1, in addition to
the responsibilities and authorities in Paragraph 9.g.
above, is responsible to DP-20 for:

(1) Conducting operational aspects of the NEWS Program
for offsite transportation activities.

(2) Administering, for DP-20, DOE’s program for
participation in the DoD Nuclear Weapon Systems
Safety Program, and assisting in DoD safety rules
processing in accordance with DOE 5610.13. -

Manaaer. Nevada ODerations Office (NV), in addition to the
responsibilities and authorities in Paragraph 9.g. above is
responsible for conducting approved underground nuclear
tests at the Nevada Test Site as authorized by DP-20 on a
test-by-test basis.

WC LEAR EXPLOSIV E SURETY STANDARDS. The following
qualitative standards apply to the specified DOE
operations:

Nuclear Exnlosive Safetv Standardq.

All DOE nuclear-explosive operations shall meet the
following qualitative safety standards in order to prevent
unintended nuclear detonation or plutonium dispersal:

7 20 Apr 95
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DOE Order 5610.10 01 G DRAFT

b.

c.

11.

a.

(1)

.
-,

(2)

(3)

(4)

There shall be positive measures to minimize the
possibility that any authorized activities could lead
to fire, high explosive deflagration, or unintended
high explosive detonation during nuclear explosive
operations.

There shall be positive measures to minimize the
possibility of accidents or inadvertent acts that
could lead to fire, high explosive deflagration, or
high explosive detonation during nuclear explosive
operations.

There shall be positive measures to minimize the
possibility of deliberate unauthorized acts that
could lead to fire, high explosive deflagration or
high explosive detonation during nuclear explosive
operations.

There shall be positive measures to minimize the
possibility of fire, high explosive deflagration, or
high explosive detonation given an accident or
inadvertent act during nuclear explosive operations.

Nuclear EXDIOSiVe Securitv Standara.

All DOE nuclear explosive operations shall be evaluated
against the following qualitative security standard:

● There shall be positive measures to ensure adequate
security of nuclear explosives pursuant to the DOE
safeguards and security requirements.

)Juclear WeaDon Use Control Standard

Nuclear explosives shall be evaluated against the following
qualitative use control standard:

● There shall be positive measures that, given access,
allow authorized operations and prevent or delay the
unauthorized use of nuclear explosives.

REQUIREMENTS

Nuclear Weanon Desian Sa etvf Safety is an integral part
of design and development. ~xplicit consideration of
safety will begin at the concept definition phase and
continue throughout development and engineering. New
nuclear weapon designs will incorporate current safety
features, as specified by DP-20, unless there are
overriding reasons for not incorporating them, and
explicitly documented agreements are reached between the
Secretaries of Energy and Defense. The following criteria
will be implemented in the design of nuclear weapons:

8 20 Apr 9S
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b.

c.

d.

(1) Yuc lear Detonation Safetv. Priority shall be given
to the development and incorporation of design
features that prevent accidental and/or inadvertent
nuclear detonation. All new nuclear weapons shall be
designed with the objective of achieving the
following design goals for nuclear weapons delivered
to the DoD.

(a) Normal Environmen~. Prior to receipt of the
enabling stimuli and the arming signal, the
probability of a premature nuclear detonation
shall not exceed one in 10s per nuclear weapon
lifetime.

(b) normal Environment. Prior to receipt of the
enabling stimuli, the probability of a premature
nuclear detonation shall not exceed one in 106 per
credible nuclear weapon accident or exposure.

(c) @e-Point Safetv The probability of achieving a
nuclear yield gre~ter than four pounds of TNT
equivalent in the event of a one-point initiation
of the weapon’s high explosive shall not exceed
one in 10s.

(2) Plutonium Dispersal Safety Design features for
reducing the possibility o; plutonium dispersal under
credible abnormal environments shall be incorporated
for each new nuclear weapon, unless the responsible
Military Service requests and properly justifies an
exception based on clear and significant degradation
of military capability.

Nuclear Test tonation Safetv. There shall be positive
measures to preclude the transfer of energy to nuclear
explosive test devices that is sufficient to fire
detonators until detonation is authorized.

Safeguards and Securitv.

Nuclear explosives are safeguarded and protected in
accordance with the requirements in the DOE 5630 Orders.
These are developed by NN and are implemented by DP and the
respective operations offices. The adequacy of these
safeguards and security measures shall be documented in
operations office site security surveys and EH-4
inspections and evaluations.

Security operations are evaluated for potential adverse
impact on nuclear explosive safety in Nuclear Explosive
Safety Studies as prescribed in DOE Order 5610.11.

Nuclear Weaw n Use Control.

9 20 Apr 95
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12.

a.

.

b.

The adequacy of design features to meet the Nuclear Weapon
Use Control Standard in Paragraph 10.c. shall be evaluated
by DP-21.

Use control features are evaluated for potential adverse
impact on nuclear explosive safety in Nuclear Explosive
Safety Studies as prescribed in DOE Order 5610.11.

APPRAISALS.

Organizations having NEWS Program responsibilities under
the 5610-series Orders will be periodically appraised by
DOE on their fulfillment of NEWS responsibilities.
Appraising organizations will determine the time period
between appraisals.

(1) DP-1 shall appraise DP-20 overall management of the
NEWS Program in accordance with the provisions of the
USDOE Defense Programs Headquarters Quality
Management Plan of September 1993.

(2) DP-20 shall appraise Operations Office implementation
of requirements in the 5610-series Orders.

(3) Operations Offices shall appraise Area Office and
Contractor compliance with requirements in the 5610-
series Orders and associated field directives. The
Albuquerque Operations Office shall also appraise the
Transportation Safeguards Division. A Headquarters
observer may be included in these appraisals.

These appraisals will verify compliance with applicable
directives and requirements and assess the overall
effectiveness of ‘the NEWS Program. Appraisals will be
planned and conducted in accordance with DOE-STD-BBBB-95.

Operations Office appraisals of the Safety of Nuclear
Explosive Operations (DOE Order 5610.11) shall include both
NES and ES&H elements, although not necessarily in the same
appraisal. The Field Organizations’ responsibilities in
DOE Order 5482.lB and the requirements of paragraph (c) of
10 CFR 830.120 apply to ES&H appraisals with the following ‘.
modifications:

● The priority of NES over ES&H concerns, as described In
DOE Order 5610.11, shall be integrated into the process
used to assess the adequacy of the implementation of
ES&H requirements.

● Nuclear explosive safety personnel shall evaluate all
corrective action plans on nuclear explosive operations
and associated activities and facilities to ensure that

.,
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proposed actions will not adversely affect nuclear
explosive safety.

c. Operations Offices will establish guidelines and procedures
for planning and conducting appraisals, training and
qualifying appraisal personnel, reporting results, and
closure of corrective actions. Appraisal team members will
not have directly participated in the operations to be
appraised, and will be independent of the organization
being appraised.

11 20 Apr 95
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DOE Order 5610.11

smJ ECT : SAFETY OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVE OPERATIONS

1. PURPOSE This Order implements the overall safety objectives
‘of the department of Energy’s (DOE) Nuclear Explosive and

2.

3.

4.

5.

Weapons Surety Program (DOE Order 5610.10). The purpose of
this Order is to establish the Scope, Applicability, Policy,
Responsibilities, Authorities, and Requirements for assuring
the safety of DOE nuclear explosive operations and associated
activities and facilities, and to protect the environment and
the health and safety of workers and the public.

CANCELLATION . DOE 5610.11, Nuclear Explosive Safety of 10-10-
90 is superseded in its entirety.

su2EE- This Order oovers the safety of all DOE nuclear
explosive operations and associated activities and facilities.
Unplanned operations (e.g., Accident Response Group
activities) are not addressed in this Order. In the context
of this Order, safety is addressed in two broad areas: nuclear
explosive safety (NES) and environment, safety and health
(ES&H).

APPLICABILITY. This Order applies to DOE Headquarters, Field
Elements, Contractors, and Subcontractors that manage,
oversee, or conduct nuclear explosive operations and
associated activities, as provided by law and/or by contract
as implemented by the appropriate contracting officer.

REFERENCES.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

DOE Order 4330.4B, Maintenance Management Program, February
10, 1994.

DOE Order 5000.3B, Occurrence Reporting and Processing of
Operations Information, of 5-30-90.

DOB C)rcler5400.5, Radiation Protection of the Public and
the Environ&M?nt,Change 2, January 7, 1993.

DOB Ordu 5480.11, Radiation Protection for Occupational
Workers. JUM 17. 1992. and supporting technical manual DOE
Radiological Cdntrol M&nual, AR%I1 1994.

DOE
DOE

Order 5480.19, Conduct of Operations
Facilities, July 9, 1990.

1

Requirements for “
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f.

9“

h.

1.

j.

k.

1.

m.

n.

0.

P“

u-

r.

s.

t.

.
u.

‘V*

w.

DOE Order 5480.20A, Personnel Selection, Qualifications,
Z’raining. and Staffing Requirements at DOE Reactors and
ZYonreactor Nuclear Facilities, Nov*er 15, 1994.

DOE Order 5480.21, Unreviewed Safety Questions, December
24, 1991.

DOE Order 5480.22, Technical Safety Requirements, February
25, 1992.

DOE Order 5480.23, Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports, April
30, 1992.

DOE Order 5480.24, Nuclear Criticality Safety, August 12,
1992.

DOE Order 5480.26, Trending and Analysis of Operations
Information Using Performance Indicators, Januaw 15, 1993.

DOE Order 5480.31, Startup and Restart of Nuclear
Facilities, September 15, 1993.

DOE Order 5483.1A, Occupational Safety and Health Program
for DOE Contractor Employees at Government-Owned
Contractor-Operated Facilities, June 22, 1983.

DOE 5500.2B, Emergency Notification Rep=ting, nd ResWnse
Levels, February 27, 1992.

DOE 5610.10, Nuclear EX@c=iVe ~d wea~n S~etY Pr09r~t _
TBD ●

DOE/EV/06194, DOE Explosives Safety Manual, Rev. 7, August
1994,

DOE-STD-1O48-92, Performance Indicators Guidance Docubent,
December 1992.

DOE-STD-1O73-93, Guide for operational Configuration
Management Programs, November 1993.

DOE-STD-3009-94, Preparation Guide
wrgy Nonreactor Nuclear Facility
July-i994 ..,.

DOB-STD-BBBB-95,
APpra4sa@

.-
D08-STD-XXXX-95,

DOE-STD-Y’YW-95,

DOE-STD-ZZZZ-95,

Nuclear Explosive

for U.S. Department of
Safety Analysis Reports,

Surety Program

Hazards Analysis Process

Nuclear Explosive Safety Study Process

Personnel Assurance Program
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10 CFR 830.120, Quality Assurance.

G-830.120, Implementation Guide for use with 10 CFR Part
830.120, April 15, 1994.

Joint Department of Energy/Department of Defense (DOE/DOD)
Technical publication 20-7, Nuclear Safety Criteria,
9-1-86.

Joint DOE/DOD Technical Publication 35-51, General
Instructions Applicable to Nuclear Weapons, 11-27-89.

Joint DOE/DOD Technical Publication 45-51, Transportation
of Nuclear Weapons Material, General Shipping and Limited
Life Components (LLC), 3-16-84.

Joint DOE/DOD Technical Publication 45-51A, Transportation
of Nuclear Weapons Material (Supplement], Shipping and
Identification Data for Stockpile Major Assemblies, 2-1-80.

Joint DOE/DOD Technical Publication 45-51D, Transportation
of Nucle& Weapons Material (Supplement), Shipment by
Safe-Secure-Trailer (SST), 7-14-89.

6. DEFINITIONS.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Access. The proximity to a nuclear explosive that affords
a person the opportunity to tamper with it or to cause a
detonation.

Certified Personnel (for nuclear exDlosive dutiesl.
Operations personnel who are current with respect to
Persomel Assurance Program (PAP) certification and the
training and qualification program for the specific nuclear
explosive operation to which they are assigned.

Custodv. Responsibility for control of and access to
nuclear explosives.

Defense In DeDth. A management process that provides
multiple layers of protection (e.g., equipment design,
procedures, and training) to prevent accidents and/or to
mitigate the consequences of an accident.

Electrical EuuiDment. Custom designed and fabricated
devices or commercial devices (both modified and
unmodified), used in performing operations on a nuclear
explosive, that does not connect to the electrical
circuitry of the nuclear explosive.

Electrical Testerq. Custom designed and fabricated devices
or commercial devices (both modified and unmodified) used
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h.

i.

j.

k.

1 1.

m.

n.

0.

in performing operations on the electrical circuitry of a
nuclear explosive.

Environment. Safetv and Health (ES&H). The application of
risk reduction measures to control or mitigate the
possibility of exposing people to hazardous materials or
hazardous energy. This includes, for example,
environmental protection, nuclear safety, criticality
safety, occupational safety, fire protection, industrial
hygiene, health physics, occupational medicine, industrial
safety, and radioactive and hazardous waste management.

Facilitv. Any equipment, structure, syst-, process, or
activity that fulfills a specific purpose.

Graded ADDrOFiCh. A process by which the level of analysis,
documentation, and actions necessary to comply with a
requirement in this Order are commensurate with the
relative importance to safety, the magnitude of any hazard
involved, and any other relevant factor.

Hazard Analvsi~. The determination of material, system, ,
process, and plant characteristics that can produce
undesirable consequences, followed by the assessment of
hazardous situations associated with a process or activity.
Largely qualitative techniques are used to pinpoint
weaknesses in facility design and in the design of nuclear
explosive operations and associated activities.

Hazards Analv sis ReDOrt (HAR). A report that documents the
systematic evaluation of hazards to workers, the public,
and the environment for a specific nuclear explosive
operation and its associated activities. The HAR includes
a Nuclear Explosive Hazard Assessment and is an addendum to
the facility Safety Analysis Report.

Hiah EXDIOSiVO De flaaration. A rapid chemical reaction in
which the output of heat is sufficient for the reaction to
proceed and be accelerated without input of heat from
another source. Deflagration is a surface phenomenon, with
the reaction products flowing away from the unreacted
material along the surface at subsonic velocity.

IliahExmlosive Detonation. A violent chemical reaction
within a chemical compound or mechanical mixture. evolving
heat and pressure. A detonation is a reaction that
proceeds through the reacted material toward the unreacted
material at a supersonic velocity.

Main Charae. The high explosive whose explosive energy
implodes the pit.

Nuclear Detonatlnn. h energy release through a nuclear
process, during a period of time on the order of one
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r.

s.

t.

u.

v.

w.

x.

microsecond, in an amount equivalent to the
by detonating four or more pounds of TNT.

Yuclea r EXD1OSIVQ Any assembly containing
and/or fusionable”materials and main charge
parts or propellants capable of producing a

energy released

fissionable
high explosive
nuclear

detonation (e.g., a nuclear weapon or nuclear test device).

Nuclear ExDlosive Area (NEA). Any area that contains a
nuclear explosive or collocated pit and main charge high
explosive parts .

Nuclear EXDIOSiVe Duty. Duty that allows custody of a
nuclear explosive, or access to a nuclear explosive area.

Yuclear Exnlosive Hazards Assessment (NEHA1. A systematic
evaluation of hazards that could lead to a nuclear
detonation, or high explosive detonation or deflagration,
in nuclear explosive areas. NEHAs are performed for each
specific nuclear explosive operation evaluated by a Nuclear
Explosive Safety Study and complement the Safety Analysis
Report (SAR) for the facility(ies) in which the operation
will be performed.

Nuclear ExDIOSiVO -Like Assemblv (NELA). - assembly that
is not a nuclear explosive but that represents a nuclear
explosive in its basic configuration (main charge high
explosive and pit) and any subsequent level of assembly up
to its final configuration, or which represents a
weaponized nuclear explosive such as a warhead, bomb,
reentry vehicle, or artillery shell. A NELA does not
contain an arrangement of high explosive and fissile
material capable of producing a nuclear detonation.

Nuc lear EXDIOSiVe ODeration. Any activity involving a
nuclear explosive, including activities in which main
charge high explosive parts and pit are collocated.

NuClear-EXDIOSiVe-ODeratiOn Associated Activities.
Activities directly associated with a specific nuclear
explosive operation, such as work on a bomb nose or tail
subassembly, even when physically separated from the bomb’s
nuclear explosive subassembly.

Nuclear EXDIOSiVe Safetv (NES). The application of risk
reduction measures to control or mitigate the possibility
of unintended or unauthorized nuclear detonation, or high
explosive detonation or deflagration, in a nuclear
explosive area.

Nuclear EXDIOSiV e Safetv Rules Operating limits,
surveillance requirements, saf~ty boundaries, and
management and administrative controls that significantly
contribute to minimizing the possibility of nuclear .
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detonation, or high explosive detonation or deflagration,
in nuclear explosive operations and associated activities.

Nuclear EXD1OS ive Safety Studv (NESS). A formal evaluation
of the adequacy of risk reduction measures to satisfy the
DOE nuclear explosive safety standards (given In paragraph
9.g.(5) of this Order).

Nuclear EXDIOSiVe Safetv Survev A formal nuclear
explosive safety evaluation bas~d on a comparative analysis
of the operation with the nuclear explosive operation
evaluated in a current and approved Nuclear Explosive
Safety Study Report.

Nuclear WeaDoq A nuclear explosive configured for
operational us: by the Department of Defense (DoD).

One-Point Safe Nuclear Explosive. A nuclear explosive
that, in the event a detonation is initiated at any one
point in the high explosive system, presents no greater
probability than one in a million of producing a nuclear
detonation.

Permanent Markinq. A durable method, normally by metal
deformation, of indicating on an external area of an
assembly whether it is a nuclear explosive or a nuclear
explosive-like assembly.

Personnel Assurance Proaram (PAP). A program that
establishes the requirements and responsibilities for
screening, selecting, and continuously evaluating employees
assigned to or being considered for assignment to nuclear
explosive duties.

Plutonium Contamination. Release of plutonium in excess of
that controlled and monitored by DOE radiological
protection programs (see DOE Order 5480.11, DOE Order
5400.5, and the DOE Radiological Control Manual).

Plutonium DisDersal. The aerosolization and transport of
plutonium by a driving force, such as fire, high explosive
deflagration, or high explosive detonation.

PosLtlve Measures. Design features, safety rules,
procedures, or other controls used individually or
collectively to provide nuclear explosive surety. Positive
measures are Intended to ensure a safe response in
applicable operations and to be controllable. Some
examples of positive measures are strong-link switches;
other safety devices; administrative procedures and
controls; general and specific nuclear explosive safety
rules; design control of electrical equipment and
mechanical tooling; and physical, electrical, and
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11.
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mm.

mechanical restraints incorporated in facilities and
transport equipment.

Reade Wo ker Procedure and Check-Off. A procedure used
durin~ sp~cified nuclear explosive operations in which one
person reads the description of the operation to be
performed, the operation is performed, and the reader
checks off on a list that the operation has been performed.

Safetv Analvsis. A documented process: (1) to provide a
systematic identification of hazards within facilities in
which nuclear explosive operations and associated
activities are conducted and within specific nuclear
explosive operations and associated activities: (2) to
describe and analyze the adequacy of measures taken to
eliminate, control, or mitigate identified hazards; and (3)
to analyze and evaluate potential accidents and their
associated risks.

Safetv Analysis ReDort ($AR). A report that documents the
adequacy of safety analysis for facilities in which nuclear
explosive operations and associated activities are
performed. The SAR addresses nuclear explosive operations
and associated activities in general and examines bounding
accidents.

$a etyf Basi~. The collection of information related to
controlling the hazards of an operation used to determine
that operations can be conducted safely within the
facility.

$ianificant Safetv Incident. Incidents that will result in
serious injury or abnormal radiation exposure to personnel,
initiation of any explosive or pyrotechnic, rupture of a
high pressure vessel, or abnormal release of radiological
contamination. This list is not meant to be all inclusive;
reasonable judgment is expected.

Technical Safetv Requirements (TSR1. Those requirements
that define the conditions, safe boundaries, and the
management or administrative controls necessary for nuclear
explosive operations and associated activities and
facilities to manage the risk to the public and on-site
workers from uncontrolled releases of radioactive materials
or from radiation exposures due to inadvertent criticality.
A TSR consists Of safetY limitS, Operating limits,
surveillance requirements, administrative controls, use and
application instructions, and the basis thereof.

Prior to commencing nuclear
associated actlvitles, they

explosive operations and
shall be comprehensively reviewed,
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evaluated, and documented to enable informed management
decisions and authorizations.

This Order integrates portions of a number of Orders, and
their corresponding Rules (when issued), in order to integrate
NBS and ES&H and to require the same level of safety assurance
for DOE defense nuclear facilities and DOE facilities in which
nuclear explosive operations and associated activities are
conducted. The following Orders currently have exclusion
statements or are by inference not applicable: 5480.20A,
5480.21, 5480.22, 5480.23, 5480.24, 5480.31, and 5700.6C.
These Orders, and their corresponding Rules (when issued),
will be utilized to the extent specified in this Order for
nuclear explosive operations and associated activities and
facilities.

The Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (DP-1) will
coordinate with the Assistant Secretary for Environment,
Safety and Health (EH-1) and will ensure that appropriate
future ES&H requirements are integrated with the nuclear
explosive safety requirements, and that divergence does not
occur.

JtESPONSIBILITIES AUTHORITIES .

Within DOE, safety is a line management responsibility.
Programmatic responsibilities covered by this Order are as
follows:

a. A-ista t Se=eta=n for Defense Prourams (DP-11 is
responsible for:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Adjudicating any appeals to Operations Office
Manager’s decisions to deny or revoke Persomel
Assurance Program certifications.

Approving any requests for deviations from general
nuclear explosive safety rules, when determined
appropriate.

Approving Nuclear Explosive Safety Studies of a
nuclear explosive subsequently determined to be
non-one-point safe after a previous certification of
one-point safe.

Approving requests for exceptions to requirements
from other DOE Orders that are adopted in this Order,
when determined appropriate.

Ensuring, in coordination with the Assistant
Secretary for Environment, Safety, and Health, that
appropriate ES&H requirements are integrated with
NEWS requirements and that divergence does not occur.
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b. Assistant Secretarv for Environment. Safetv and Health (EH-
U is responsible for:

(1) Assisting the Assistant Secretary for Defense
Programs (DP-1) in environmental, safety and health
disciplines, concerning the safety of nuclear
explosive operations and associated activities and
facilities, as requested.

(2) Coordinating with DP-1 on future ES&H requirements
that divergence between ES&H and NES Programs does
not occur.

c. DeDutV Assistant Secretarv for Militarv ADDliCatiOII and
StockDile Sumort (DASMASS. DP-20) is responsible for:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Implementing the overall requirements of

Approving Nuclear Explosive Safety Study
resolving any minority opinions.

Approving exceptions to the requirements
Order, except where higher approvals are

this Order.

Reports and

of this
specified.

Evaluating reported nuclear explosive occurrences and
corrective actions.

Interfacing with EH in the future development of ES&H
(5480-series) Orders to ensure that the requirements
are integrated with the nuclear explosive safety
(5610-series) requirements, and that divergence does
not occur.

Developing, Implementing, and maintaining a DP-20
quality assurance plan (QAP) and approving Operations
Office QAPs and ~mplementing plans, which shall
include nuclear explosive operations, in accordance
with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 830.120.

d. Planaaers of the Operations Offices are responsible for
implementing the provisions of this Order in their
respective areas of authority to include:

(1) Assuring that responsibilities and authorities are
clearly defined and delegated at appropriate
management and supervisory levels.

(2) Authorizing nuclear explosive operations, in
accordance with the requirements of this Order.

(3) Assuring that nuclear explosive operations are
conducted safely, in accordance with the requirements
of this Order.
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(4) Developing, implementing, and maintaining an
Operations Office QAPs and approving contractor QAPs
and implementing plans, which shall include nuclear
explosive operations, in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 830.120.

9. REQUIREMENTS .

a. Sa etv P oaf r ram Elements.

Operations Offices shall have a comprehensive safety
program for nuclear explosive operations and associated
activities under their purview. The safety program shall
integrate nuclear explosive safety (NES) requirements from
the 5610-series Orders and environment, safety, and health
(ES&H) requirements from the 5480-series Orders. Many of
the 5480-series Orders are directly applicable and others
exclude nuclear explosive operations. This Order adopts
appropriate requirements from the excluded Orders to
provide a complete safety program for nuclear explosive
operations and associated activities and facilities.

Implementation of a requirement to prevent or mitigate one
hazard will be reviewed to ensure the likelihood of a
significant safety incident involving another hazard is not
increased. If any such instance is identified, alternative
methods should be investigated to attempt to implement the
requirement without increasing the risk associated with
other hazards. Guidelines, best management practices, or
other implementation guidance that is not mandatory will be
similarly reviewed for potential impact on a higher
consequence hazard before being implemented.

The safety program shall include the following elements,
tailored for the operations:

(1) Conduct of Operations.

DOE Order 5480.19 provides DOE policy and requirements
for conducting operations at DOE facilities, and Is
applicable to nuclear explosive operations and
associated activities and facilities. The guidelines in
Attachment I .toDOE Order 5480.19 shall be applied in a
graded approach commensurate with their potential ES&H
impact and their potential NES impact.

(2) Training and Qualification of Persomel.

Each organization responsible for and/or involved in
nuclear explosive operations and associated activities
shall develop and implement a training and qualification
program for their personnel who manage, oversee or
perform nuclear explosive duties. These personnel
include DOE and contractor management and technical
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support persomel, PAP supemisors, PAP medical
personnel, end operations and maintenance persomel.
The DOE and contractor training and qualification
programs will address the requirements of DOE Order
5480.20A, except Chapters II and III, and develop
requirements equivalent to those In Chapter IV.

sTraining and qualification requirements shall be graded
to the particular responsibilities assigned.

(3) Maintenance of Facilities, Tooling and Equipment.

Policy and requirements for maintaining and repairing
government property are provided in DOE Order 4330.4B,
Maintenance Management Program. Operations Offices
shall ensure that DOE contractors develop and implement
a maintenance program for facilities, tooling, and
equipment used for nuclear explosive operations and
associated activities, in accordance with the nuclear
facility requirements in Section 10 of DOE Order
4330.4B.

(4) Configuration Management.

Operations offices shall ensure that the Design
Laboratories and operating contractors, as appropriate,
develop and implement a Configuration Management (CM)
Program for nuclear explosive operations and associated
activities and facilities. The Program will be
documented In appropriate plans which will be approved
by the operations office. These plans must address the
measures to control the configuration of nuclear
explosive assemblies; the configuration of tooling,
equipment, and procedures used in nuclear explosive
operations and associated activities; and the interface
with the configuration management plan for the
facilities in which these operations and activities are
conducted. DOE-STD-1O73-93 shall be used for guidance
in developing the CM Program and in preparing the CM
plans. Additional guidance is provided in
Implementation Guide for use with DOE Order 5610.11, G-
5610.11-Rev. O.

(5) Quality Assurance (QA).

Operations Offices shall ensure that DOE contractors
develop and implement a QA program for nuclear explosive
operations and associated activities and facilities, in
accordance with the criteria in Paragraphs (b)(1) and
(C) of 10 CFR 830.120. The contractor will submit a QA
Plan to DOE for approval. The guidance in G-830.120
should be used for developing the 9A program plan and
detailed implementing procedures.

(6) Issues Management.
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DOE and DOE contractors shall develop and implement
corrective action and commitment tracking systems to
assist in Identifying, tracking, and monitoring required
actions related to the safety of nuclear explosive
operations and associated activities and facilities.
Mditional guidance is provided in G-5610.11-Rev. O.

(7) Occurrence Reporting.

Operational occurrences will be reported
in accordance with DOE Order 5000.3B and
9.g.(13) of this Order.

(8) Performance Indicators.

Oxrations Offices shall ensure that DOE

and processed
paragraph

contractors
r~port performance indicators, in accordance with the
requirements of DOE Order 5480.26 and the guidance of
DOE-STD-1O48-92. Additional performance indicators for
nuclear explosive operations and associated activities,
that assist in early identification of potential
problems, deteriorating or improving conditions, or
lessons learned, shall be identified. Operations
Offices shall specify reporting requirements for these
additional performance indicators. Additional guidance
is provided in G-5610.11-Rev. O.

b. Safetv Analvseq.

(1) Safety analyses shall be performed for all DOE
nuclear explosive operations and associated
activities and facilities. The safety analysis shall
consist of a Safety Analysis Report for the facility
and a Hazards Analysis Report for the operation,
which includes a Nuclear Explosives Hazards
Assessment (see (a), (b) and (c) of this section).
Safety analysis should be an iterative process,
performed in parallel with development of the
operation being analyzed, so that the operation
design benefits from safety analysis results. Each
operations office shall develop specific requirements
and a process for complying with the following safety
analysis requirements.

(a) Safety analysis of facilities used for nuclear
explosive operations and associated activities
will be performed and will be documented in a
Safety Analysis Report (SAR). Safety analyses of
operations will address a spectrum of potential
accidents based on bounding condition hazards.
The SAR will be prepared and processed in
accordance with the requirements of DOE Order
5480.23, and the guidelines of DOE Order 5480.23,
Attachment I, and DOE-STD-3009-94.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(b) A hazards analysis will be performed for each
nuclear explosive operation in accordance with the
general guidance provided in DOE-STD-3009-94 and
the specific guidance in DOE-STD-XXXX-95. Human
factors will be addressed in the hazards analysis,
as described in DOE-STD-XXXX-95. The hazards
analysis will be formally documented in accordance
with the guidance in DOE-STD-XXXX-95, and
submitted to DOE for approval. The results of the
analysis will be evaluated against the facility
SAR to ensure the operation is within the facility
authorization basis.

(c) Those aspects of the hazards analysis that involve
nuclear detonation, and high explosive detonation
and deflagration, will be documented in a Nuclear
Explosive Hazards Assessment (NEHA), In accordance
with DOE-STD-XXXX-95. The NEHA will be submitted
to the Nuclear Explosive Safety Study Group for
use in their study.

Nuclear explosives operations and associated
activities shall comply with the criticality safety
requirements of DOE Order 5480.24. Criticality
safety analyses of the facility and general nuclear
explosive operations and associated activities shall
be documented in the SAR. Criticality safety of a
specific nuclear explosive and its components is
addressed in the design process and should not be
discussed in the SAR. Criticality safety analyses of “
specific nuclear explosive operations and associated
activities will be documented in accordance with DOE-
STD-XXXX-95.

Technical Safety Requirements (TSRS) for facilities
in which nuclear explosive operations and associated
activities are conducted shall be developed and
implemented in accordance with the requirements of
DOE Order 5480.22. Facility related requirements
will be derived from the SAR.

Nuclear explosive operations and associated
activities shall have operating limits, surveillance
requirements, limiting conditions of operations, and
administrative controls derived from the HAR and
specified in operational safety controls and nuclear
exploslve safety rules.

Operations offices shall establish a change control
process for nuclear explosive operations and
associated activities. Any proposed changes to
nuclear explosive operations or facilities must be
reviewed for nuclear explosive safety impact by
personnel assigned nuclear explosive safety
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responsibilities. An evaluation of the change to the
nuclear explosive operation or the facility shall be
conducted to determine if the facility safety basis
documented in the SAR is exceeded. If the safety
basis is exceeded, the unreviewed safety questions
requirements of DOE Order 5480.21 shall be followed.

c.

..

Process Desian (Defense-in-DeDth).

Operations Offices shall develop a Defense-in-Depth
management process that provides multiple layers of
protection to prevent accidents and/or to mitigate the
consequences of an accident. Configuration management
requirements shall be established to ensure that no changes
are made that could adversely affect the safety of
operations. A positive verification process shall be
established to ensure use of correct equipment, qualified
persomel, operationally ready facilities, and current
procedures.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Equipment used in nuclear explosive operations
(including tooling, mechanical equipment, and
electrical equipment) shall be designed, fabricated,
and tested to standards that are selected or
established commensurate with the safety importance
of the function to be performed. Existing technical
standards ❑ay be adopted or new standards developed,
as appropriate, considering the unique application to
nuclear explosive operations. Operations offices
will ensure that DOE contractors maintain design
criteria documents for tooling and equipment. Human
factors requirements will be included in the design
criteria documents.

Programs shall be implemented for selecting,
training, and qualifying persomel involved with
nuclear explosive operations and associated
activities and for assuring their continuing fitness
for duty. [See Paragraphs 9a.(2), 9.g.(1) and
9.g.(2)].

Facilities in which nuclear explosive operations and
associated activities are performed shall be
operationally ready, and interfaces between those
facilities and the nuclear explosive will be
controlled. Appropriate preventative maintenance
programs will be established to ensure reliability.

Procedures governing nuclear exploslve operations and
associated activities shall be developed, ,
controlled, reviewed, and approved. Human factors
will be considered in the development of procedures.
Procedures will be written and formatted to
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d.

e.

facilitate the safe accomplishment of the task, e.g.,
cautions, hold points, illustrations, etc.

(5) The configuration and condition of a nuclear
explosive and its components shall be known before
and during any planned operations.

(6) Guidance appropriate for nuclear explosive operations
contained in the DOE Explosives Safety Manual shall
be considered.

Additional guidance is provided in G-5610.11-Rev. O.

Internal Safetv Reviews.

Operations Offices shall require that DOE contractors
perform internal, objective, and independent safety reviews
of nuclear explosive operations and associated activities.
The safety review system will include items of potential
safety significance from the perspectives of both NES and
ES&H . The safety review system will function in an
advisory capacity to the line organization management.
Safety reviews will be documented in sufficient detail to
support management and DOE overview of the process.
Mditional guidance is provided in G-5610.11-Rev. O.

Readiness Reviews.

(1) Facility Readiness Reviews.

Readiness reviews for facilities used for nuclear
explosive operations will be performed in accordance
with DOE Order 5480.31 and operations office
implementing directives and procedures whenever one is
required for facility startup or restart. A facility
readiness review is generally not required when a new
nuclear explosive operation is introduced to a facility
if there are no changes to the facility or its safety
basis.

DOE Order 5480.31 is written for nuclear facilities, and
some requirements are keyed to a nuclear facility hazard
category. Facilities in which nuclear explosive
operations are conducted are not designated as nuclear
facilities. Due to non-applicability of nuclear
facility hazard classification to facilities used for
nuclear explosive operations, operations office
implementing procedures will specify the application of
DOE Order 5480.31 requirements. DOE-STD-1O27-92
provides guidance on hazard categorization. Compliance
with this standard is not mandatory, but its guidance
should be helpful in defining facility readiness
assessment requirements in accordance with DOE Order
5480.31.
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(2) Nuclear Explosive Operation

A readiness assessment will be
a nuclear explosive operation,
operation following a shutdown

Readiness Assessments.

performed for startup of
or for restarting an
greater than one year,

after a significant change to the operation, or after an
unplanned shutdown due to significant safety concerns.
These readiness assessments will be planned and
performed in accordance with processes and requirements
in DOE Order 5480.31, tailored to the unique features of
nuclear explosive operations.

Operations offices will develop and implement an
operations readiness assessment process that addresses
their nuclear explosive operations. The process will
incorporate the attributes of facility readiness
assessments from DOE Order 5480.31 by adopting
appropriate requirements from the Order. Requirements
unique to nuclear explosive operations will be
specified.

Additional guidance is provided in G-5610.11-Rev. O.

f.

9“

Occlmational Safety and Health Procram.

Operations Offices shall establish requirements to ensure
that worker safety and health is given adequate and
appropriate consideration in all nuclear explosive
operations and associated activities and facilities, in
accordance with DOE Order 5483.1A, DOE Order 5480.11, and
the DOE/EV/06194.

Nuclear EXDIOSIVe Safety Proaram.

Nuclear explosives operations require additional special
safety consideration because of the potential high
consequences of an accident or unauthorized act.
Therefore, Operations Offices shall implement a formal,
comprehensive program focusing on the nuclear explosive
safety aspects of DOE operations. The NES Program shall
include the following:

(1) Personnel Assurance Program (PAP).

The DOE PAP, a human reliability program, provides
requirements for assuring the suitability of individuals
selected for assignment to nuclear explosive duties.
All individuals assigned nuclear explosive duties must
be in the DOE PAP. The DOE PAP will be administered in
accordance with DOE-STD-ZZZZ-95. PAP certification for
assignment to nuclear explosive duties is in addition to
meeting all other job-qualification requirements.

(2) Training and Qualification.
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The training and qualification program required in
paragraph 9a.(2) shall include special training
requirements to qualify DOE and DOE contractor employees
assigned nuclear explosive safety responsibilities.
Specific nuclear explosive safety requirements for
training and qualification are provided in DOE-STD-YYYY-
95 for the nuclear exploslve safety study process and in
DOE-STD-ZZZZ-95 for the DOE PAP.

(3) Two-Person Concept.

The Two-Person Concept requires that a minimum of two
authorized people be present during all operations that
afford access to a nuclear explosive area. The two
people must be in a position to detect incorrect or
unauthorized acts and meet the following criteria:

● Be certified in the DOE PAP,

● Have technical knowledge with respect to the task
being performed, and

● Be knowledgeable of pertinent safety and security
requirements.

The Two-Person Concept applies to any area that contains
a nuclear explosive or the principal components of a
nuclear explosive (main charge and pit), and any other
designated area.

Managers of the Operations Offices responsible for
nuclear explosive operations shall establish
implementing procedures for the Two-Person Concept.

(4) Reader Worker Procedure and Check-off.

Reader worker procedures and check-off are to be used
for those nuclear explosive operations specified by the
cognizant Operations Office Manager.

(5) DOE Nuclear Explosive Safety Standards.

All DOE nuclear explosive operations shall meet the
following qualitative safety standards in order to
prevent unintended nuclear detonation or plutonium
dispersal:

(a) There shall be positive measures to minimize the ‘
possibility that any authorized activities could
lead to fire, high explosive deflagration, or
unintended high explosive detonation during
nuclear explosive operations.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

There shall be positive measures to minimize the
possibility of accidents or inadvertent acts that
could lead to fire, high explosive deflagration,
or high explosive detonation during nuclear
explosive operations.

There shall be positive measures to minimize the
possibility of deliberate unauthorized acts that
could lead to fire, high explosive deflagration or
high explosive detonation during nuclear explosive
operations.

There shall be positive measures to minimize the
possibility of fire, high explosive deflagration,
or high explosive detonation given an accident or
inadvertent act during nuclear explosive
operations.

In the above Standards, hazards that can Gause plutonium
dispersal during nuclear explosive operations are
addressed via evaluation of potential for high explosive
detonation and deflagration.

(6) General Nuclear Explosive Safety Rules.

The general nuclear explosive safety rules set forth in
this paragraph are mandatory for all DOE nuclear
explosive operations. Any deviation from these rules
must be approved in advance by the Assistant Secretary
for Defense Programs.

— —

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Nuclear explosive operations shall not be
performed until a Nuclear Explosive Safety Study
or Survey is conducted and the associated report
is approved.

Operations on nuclear explosives or collocated
main charge HE and pit, and any operation that
could directly affect nuclear explosive safety,
shall be performed in accordance with approved
written procedures.

The assembly and disassembly of nuclear explosives
will be performed only at those locations
authorized by the Assistant Secretary for Defense
Programs.

Operations involving a nuclear explosive not known
to be one-point safe shall be conducted only at
the Nevada Test Site.

Production plant operations shall not be started
on a nuclear explosive until it is certified by
the design agency to be one-point safe.
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(f) If it Is determined that a nuclear explosive no
longer ❑eets the one-point safety criteria, all
production plant operations and offsite
transportation will be discontinued with that
nuclear explosive. Before operations can be
resumed with that nuclear explosive, a Nuclear
Explosive Safety Study shall be conducted and
approved.

(7) Supplemental Nuclear Explosive Safety Rules.

Safety rules may be needed to supplement the general
●

nuclear explosive safety rules for specific operations
or to address specific characteristics of an individual
design of a nuclear explosive, a specific test, or an
operation.

(8) Nuclear Explosive Safety Studies and Surveys.

The Manager of the Operations Office responsible for a
proposed nuclear explosive operation shall establish a
Nuclear Explosive Safety Study Group (NESSG) to perform
an independent nuclear explosive safety evaluation of
the proposed operation. Specific requirements for the
NESS process are prescribed in DOE-STD-YYYY-95.

(a)

●

●

●

(b)

(c)

The functions of a NES Study are to:

determine the adequacy of positive measures to
satisfy the nuclear explosive safety standards,
.
identify any nuclear explosive safety concerns and
make appropriate recommendations, and

write a Nuclear Explosive Safety Study Report in
accordance with DOE-STD-YYW-95.

NBS Studies shall include the review of a Nuclear
Explosive Hazard Assessment (NEHA). NEHAs are
focused on nuclear detonation, and high explosive
detonation and deflagration. In addition to
general and conceptual guidance provided in DOE-
STD-3009-94, specific guidance for performing and
documenting NEHAs is provided in DOE-STD-XXXX-95.

For a proposed nuclear explosive operation that is
comparable to a previously studied and approved
operation, a NES Survey may be conducted. This
action is appropriate provided the characteristics
of the operation which affect nuclear explosive
safety are essentially the same. DOE-STD-YYYY-95
provides requirements for Nuclear Explosive Safety
Surveys.
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.

(d)

●

●

(e)

(f)

The functions of a NES Survey are to:

conduct a comparative analysis of the proposed
nuclear explosive operation with a relevant
operation in an existing approved NES Study
report.

write a Nuclear Explosive Safety Survey Report in
accordance with DOE-STD-YYYY-95.

The approval level for NES Study reports is
DASMASS . The approval level for NES Survey
reports is the cognizant Operations Office
Manager.

Approved NES Study or Survey reports remain (are)
valid for five years from the’date of approval.

(9) Nuclear Explosive-Like Assembly (NELA) Requirements.

(a) Technical criteria for NELA requirements shall be
established by the Manager, Albuquerque Operations
Office and distributed to all organizations that
perform NELA operations. These requirements will
support the following qualitative NELA Standards:

● There shall be positive measures to minimize the
possibility of accidental, inadvertent, or
deliberate unauthorized assembly of a nuclear
explosive in place of a NELA configuration.

● There shall be positive measures to minimize the
possibility of accidental, inadvertent, or
deliberate unauthorized transfer of a nuclear
explosive in place of a NELA configuration. -

(b) Managers of other Operations Offices shall
implement the NELA requirements established by the
Manager, Albuquerque Operations Office, as
applicable.

(10) Permanent Marking Instructions.

Permanent marking of nuclear explosives and NELAs is
intended to provide a rapid and accurate method to
distinguish between configurations capable of a nuclear
detonation and those that are not.

(a) Permanent marking instructions apply to nuclear
explosives and NELAs in the custody of the DOE.
However, NELAs that are routinely assembled and
disassembled for training, development, testing,
evaluation, or demonstration purposes need not be
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permanently marked provided the NELA is not
shipped offsite.

(b) Permanent marking instructions shall be
established and issued by the Manager, Albuquerque
Operations Office. Managers of other Operations
Offices shall implement the permanent marking
instructions established by the Manager,
Albuquerque Operations Office, as applicable.

(11) Control of Electrical Testers/Equipment.

Managers of Operations Offices responsible for nuclear
explosive operations shall establish safety requirements
for electrical testers/electrical equipment used in
NEAs .

(a) Testers that introduce electrical energy into a
nuclear explosive or high explosive subassemblies
in an NEA shall meet the following requirements,
as a minimum:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

$

Each tester shall have an independent safety
theme that does not rely upon the nuclear
explosive’s safety features.

No single point failure within a tester shall
result in the application of unintended
stimuli.

Testers shall use the lowest practical values
of internal and output currents and voltages
that will adequately perform their intended
functions.

A comprehensive safety analysis shall be
performed and documented for each electrical
tester and the electrical tester/nuclear
explosive or high explosive interface.

Procedures shall be established to properly
control, store, maintain, calibrate, and
operate testers.

Each model of electrical tester and its nuclear
explosive or high explosive interface shall be
studied by an NESSG and approved.

Operations offices shall be establish and
maintain a record of approved electrical
testers.

Computer-controlled testers shall provide
positive measures against inadvertent
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:.
.

unauthorized actuation of nuclear explosive
safety critical components (e.g., stron9-li*
switches).

(b) Any electrical energy source or electrical
equipment within an NEA will be evaluated and
approved. The process for evaluating and ~
approving electrical energy sources and electrical
equipment for use in an NEA shall be reviewed in a
NESS .

(12) Offsite Transportation of Nuclear Explosives.

The Manager of the Albuquerque Operations Office is
responsible for all DOE offsite trmsportation of
nuclear explosives and shall establish requirements and
procedures to assure safe offsite transportation.
Offsite transportation operations begin when the loaded
conveyance is closed and ends with the opening of the
conveyance at its destination. The following
requirements shall be met.

(a) Nuclear explosives shall not be transported
offsite in the same conveyance with any other
cargo.

(b) Nuclear explosives shall be transported offsite in
conveyances specifically approved by the
Albuquerque Operations Office manager for
transport of nuclear explosives. Nuclear
explosive conveyances shall be validated as
acceptable for conveying hazardous material in
conformance with applicable Department of
Transportation (DOT) regulations.

(c) Nuclear explosives shall be transported and
restrained in compliance with the general
instructions of Technical Publication (TP) 35-51;
the specific procedures, equipment descriptions,
and restraint requirements specified in TP 45-51,
TP 45-51A, and TP 45-51D; and in compliance with
TP 20-7. Technical design guidelines for nuclear
explosive transportation handling and restraint
hardware are contained within the DOE Nuclear
Explosive Transportation Standarde DOE-STD-AAAA-
95.

(13) Onsite Transportation of Nuclear Explosives

Managers of Operations Offices responsible for nuclear
explosive operations shall establish requirements and
procedures to assure safe onsite transportation of
nuclear explosives at their respective sites. Technical
design guidelines for nuclear explosive transportation
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handling and restraint hardware are contained within the
DOE Nuclear Explosive Transportation Standard, DOE-STD-
AAAA-9!5.

(14) Reporting Nuclear Explosive Occurrences.

DOE Order 5000.3C provides requirements for
categorization and reporting unusual and off-normal
nuclear explosive occurrences. The detailed
classification for emergencies and the emergency
responses to be taken are provided In DOE 5500.2B. The
types of nuclear explosive occurrences that are to be
categorized as Emergency Occurrences are:

●

●

●

●

●

In

an unplanned nuclear or high-explosive detonation or
deflagration;

dispersal of plutonium from a nuclear explosive
operation;

seizure, theft, or loss of a nuclear explosive:

inadvertent or deliberate unauthorized arming of a
nuclear explosive;

any safeguards or security event involving nuclear
explosives that is an actual or potential threat to
DOE operations, facilities, or persomel, and results
or could result in significant effects on the public
health and safety and/or on the national security.

addition to any other Departmental reporting
requirements, the Office of the DASMASS (Atten=ion:
Office of Weapons Surety) shall receive initial and
follow-up reports relating to nuclear explosive
occurrences.

10. VARIANCES. WAIVERS and EXCEPTIONS.

Alternate or equivalent means of providing adequate safety may
be proposed to meet a specific requirement of this Order and
associated Manuals, Guides, and Standards. The followlng
procedures and approval levels shall apply:

a. Variance. A variance is an approved condition that
technically varies from the safety directive requirements,
but affords equivalent levels of protection without
compensatory measures.

(1) A variance may be approved by the cognizant
Operations Office Manager. Notification of variances
shall be made to DASMASS.
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b.

c.

d.

(2) Variances may be approved for an indefinite period of
time. .

(3) Variances shall be documented.

Waiver. A waiver is an approved nonstandard condition that
deviates from DOE directive requirements which, if
uncompensated, would create a potential or real
vulnerability and, therefore, requires implementation of
compensatory measures for the period of the waiver (e.g.,
expenditure of resources to implement enhanced protection
measures).

(1) Waivers may be approved by cognizant Operations
Office Managers providing:

(a) Cognizant Headquarters Program Office(s) and the
Office of Weapons Surety are notified of the
nature of the waiver 30 days in advance of such
approval.

(b) Comments provided by Headquarters Elements are
considered before approving the waiver.

(2) A waiver shall not be implemented until adequate
compensatory measures are in place.

(3) Approvals shall specify the time duration of the
waiver.

(4) Waivers shall be documented.

ExceDtion. An exception is an approved deviation from a
DOE safety directive requirement that creates a safety
vulnerability. Exceptions shall be granted only when
correction of the nonstandard condition is adjudged to be
not feasible and compensatory measures are inadequate to
preclude the acceptance of risk. ~ exception must be
approved by the DASMASS or higher authority where specified
in this Order.

(1) Approvals shall specify the time duration and
periodic revalidation requirements of the exception.

(2) Exceptions shall be documented.

Specific elements of information to be included with each
request for a variance, waiver, or exception are:

(1) Identification of the requirement from which a
deviation is being requested, with a citation
(paragraph or other provision) and summary of the
requirement.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Identification of the specific facility, process,
procedure, system etc.

Specific description of the deviation and the
associated reason or rationale for the deviation
request. A description of the relationship of the
subject of the deviation request to other safety
interests shall be included if they are significantly
affected.

Description of the current measure(s) used for
prevention/protection and a evaluation of the
effectiveness of such measure(s); description of
alternative measure(s) or level(s) of
prevention/protection to be provided as an
alternative to the requirement(s).

Expected duration of the condition for which the
deviation is requested, including milestones for
correcting, alleviating, or eliminating the deviant
condition, if applicable.

An evaluation of the risk associated with the-. .
deviation. Results of the safety analysls ana
evaluation of nuclear explosive safety and ES&H
concerns conducted on compensatory measures which
form the basis of the deviation, shall be included.

11. contact Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military
Applica~ion and Stockpile Support, Office of Nuclear
Surety.
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Enclosure 4

Nuclear Surety Standards
Safety, Security, and Control Coamittee

All Department of Energy (DOE) nuclear explosive operations shall meet the
following qualitative surety standards in order to prevent unintended nuclear
detonation, fissile material dispersal, or loss of control.

1. There shall be positive measures to minimize the possibility of accidents,
inadvertent acts, or authorized activities that could lead to fire, high
explosive deflagration, or unintended high explosive detonation.

2. There shall be positive measures to minimize the possibility of fire, high
explosive deflagration, or high explosive detonation given accidents or
inadvertent acts.

3. There shall be positive measures to minimize the possibility of deliberate
unauthorized acts that could lead to fire, high explosive deflagration, or
high explosive detonation.

4. There shall be positive measures to ensure adequate security of nuclear
explosives.

5. There shall be positive measures that, given access, allow authorized
operations and prevent or delay unauthorized nuclear detonation.

.



Enclosure 5

DOE561O-SERIES, NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVE SAFETY ORDERS
INCORPORATIONOF NUCLEAR SAFETYREQUIREMENTS
APPLICABLETO OTHERDEFENSENUCLEARFACILITIES

In accordance with the Recommendation 93-1 Action 4 Report and the Nuclear
Explosive Safety Study Corrective Action Plan (NESSCAP), this enclosure
describes the Department’s methodology in incorporating the requirements from
nuclear safety orders and programs applicable to other defense nuclear
facilities and/or connnercialequivalent activities into the DOE 5610 Series
Orders.

This information also satisfies the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military
Application and Stockpile Support (DP-20) tasking (93-1/NESSCAP Policy
Oversight Group of February 28, 1995) to describe how other nuclear safety
orders would be adopted into the nuclear explosive and weapon safety (surety)
program.

GENERAL

A “graded approach” concept based upon an understanding of the “relative
importance to nuclear explosive safety, the magnitude of any hazard involved,
and potential consequences” was used to review and adopt all DOE nuclear
safety orders applicable to other defense nuclear facilities.

a. Under the graded approach concept, subject matter expert (SME) teams
examined the provisions of each adopted order to:

identify situations where more stringent safety criteria or standards
were required;

evaluate potential consequences which might adversely affect nuclear
explosive safety;

determine if implementing requirements were confusing or incompatible
with nuclear explosive operations;

determine if the requirement would lower nuclear explosive safety; and

assess the impacts of changes or revisions cited in the Recommendation
93-1 Action 4 or the NESSCAP report to determine if any changes to the
implementationgoals were required.



b. The SME’S adopted the requirements of the nuclear facility safety orders
if:

it did not duplicate an existing requirement;

the requirement addressed processes that were not incompatible with
nuclear explosive operations; and

the requirements applied to other processes and/or procedures.

c. ‘Modify adopted requirements, if necessary, to fit the needs of the nuclear
explosive operations safety program.



Moption of Nuclear Facility Orders
for Nuclear Explosive Operations

The following DOE nuclear facility safety orders are referenced in the
Re~e~ation 93-1 Action 4 Report as Orders that will be adopted by

.

DOE Order 4330.46, Maintenance Management Program

The order contains one chapter related to nuclear facilities; one chapter
related to nonnuclear facilities.

-: Proposed DOE Order 5610.11 adopts the complete DOE Order 4330.4B and
directs that the more rigorous nuclear facility standards of Chapter 11 be
applied to equipment used for nuclear explosive operations.

DOE Order 5480.20, Personnel Selection, Qualification, Training and Staffing
Requirements at UIE Reactor and Nonreactor Nuclear Facilities

Revised DOE Order 5480.20A was adopted, with selected exceptions, to maintain
requirements consistent with other defense nuclear facilities, but focused on
unique attributes of nuclear explosive operations personnel.

w: Proposed DOE Order 5610.11 requires development of specific personnel
training and qualification requirements equivalent to those stated in Chapter
IV, DOE Order 5480.20A. Specific position and duty requirements for nuclear
explosive operations personnel are significantly different from other nuclear
processing facilities; these unique mission elements are included in the
proposed order.

Chapters 11 and 111 of DOE Order 5480.20A were not adopted as they are
specificallywritten for nuclear reactor (category types
and are not considered appropriate for nuclear explosive

M)EOrder 5480.21, Unreviewed Safety Questions (USQ)

The order provides the authority for contractors to make
safety processes/procedures after completing an internal

A and B) personnel
personnel needs.

minor changes in
USQ safety review.

The contractor is-permitted to implement these changes without formal DOE
approval, but is required to maintain pertinent documents for periodic DOE
reviews.

Nuclear explosive operations are very regimented; contractors are not
permitted to make procedural or physical changes involving operations.
Changes involving nuclear explosive operations are evaluated by safety
personnel; approval responsibility for changes to nuclear explosive procedures
shall be retained by the Operations Manager.

Actioa: Proposed DOE Order 5610.11 adopts this order for facilities used in
nuclear explosive operations, but not for procedural changes for the
operations themselves; it was assessed to provide a lower level of safety
assurance than existing requirements. While’the USQ process is effectively
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employed to ensure that facility changes do not impact the facility safety
basis, the approval authority for nuclear explosive operations remains with
DOE. This additional level of positive control was believed to be warranted
to preclude operations change implementation without DOE approvals.

CN)EOrder 5480.22, Technical Safety Requirements (TSR)

The order provides for the establishment of safety related controls that are
associated with the operation of the nuclear explosive facility.

MM!n: Proposed DOE Order 5610.11 adopts this order for the nuclear
explosive facility operations, but not for operations involving direct work on
the nuclear explosives. Enhancements are needed to provide a higher level of
safety assurance for nuclear explosive operations than the existing
requirements for nuclear explosive facilities.

As the NES program evolved, it developed and implemented a specific
terminology to describe procedural and process controls more in keeping with
the assembly, disassembly and test operations. These controls should be
treated similarly to a facility TSR, but as separate entities called
“OperationalSafety Controls” and “Nuclear Explosive Safety Rules”. The
current draft 5610.11, which does not describe this topic adequately, will add
the following definition:

“Operational Safety Control (OSC): Operating limits, surveillance
requirements, safety boundaries, and management and administrative
controls that significantly contribute to protecting workers, the public,
and the environment from hazards other than nuclear detonation and HE
detonation and deflagration (which are addressed by Nuclear Explosive
Safety Rules) for specific nuclear explosive operations and associated
activities. OSCS will be specified as necessary to prevent or mitigate
the consequences of, a safety significant incident. OSCS apply to
operations in the nuclear explosive facilities. These are similar to the
TSRS which are most closely associated with the facility operations rather
than the nuclear explosive operation.”

This definition clarifies the distinction between OSCS and TSRS. The OSC
may or may notbe tied to the facility safety basis described in the
facility SAR. Inmost cases, they only apply while a specific nuclear
explosive operations is being conducted. The intent is to distinguish
them from facility TSRS and not to reduce the documentation requirements
or the importance with their compliance.

DOE Order 5480.23, Safety Analysis Reports

A major 93-1/ NESSCAP program objective is to assure that these safety
elements are integrated and coordinated, and that divergence between the
safety analysis report (SAR) and nuclear explosive safety study (NESS)
processes does not occur.



AmQD: Proposed DOE Order 5610.11 adopts the basic 5480.23 concepts and
policies, but recognizes that some exceptions are necessary due to unique
aspects of the nuclear explosive operations.

The basic concept of nuclear explosive safety is to isolate nuclear explosive
operations, both electrically and mechanically, from the facility in which
they are conducted. As such, the classic elements used to describe the
bounding accidents and incidents for a nuclear facility SAR are variable for
nuclear explosive operations.

The potential bounding accidents and incidents must consider the various
nuclear explosive systems which could be processed through the facility. The
SAR bounding incidents can and would be based on some worse case hazards
analysis of the different nuclear explosive systems which may be present in
the facility at any time. Each nuclear explosive system carries certain
hazards and risks. These risks are evaluated by the appropriate design
laboratory, which is responsible for the development of the procedures, tests,
and other equipment that is necessary to perform the specific nuclear
explosive operation.

The issue here is the development of a worst-case composite nuclear explosive
source from different physical attributes and configurations, which support
definition of the facility safety basis. However, no nuclear explosive device
may be replicated by the unique “special case” explosive device used to
develop the facility safety basis.

In general, the use of the worse case composite nuclear explosive device
characteristics may provide the safety basis for a facility which could be
used for any nuclear explosive operation. However, if reviewed on a nuclear
explosive device-by-device basis, such as performed in the NESS process, the
SAR would demonstrate that it’s requirements are met, but that the facility
safety basis greatly exceeds that which is needed for the device specific
operation under study.

The method employed for the proposed DOE Order 5610.11 and supporting
standards and guides is to perform an operation-specific hazard analysis to
verify that the specific operation is within the facility bounding accident.
This provides for a rigorous analysis of potential hazards on a device-by-
device basis, without requiring a major revision to the facility SAR.

This approach is not inconsistent with the policy and requirements contained
in DOE Order 5480.23. The major difference with provisions of the SAR order
concerns the criticality safety of a single nuclear explosive device. This is
a special nuclear explosives design issue for which the design laboratory is
responsible for the conduct and review of all nuclear explosive criticality
directly related to the device design. This sensitive information is reviewed
and results reported in the NESS process.

~~kdhazard analysis supporting the nuclear explosive safety evaluations is
w...to pinpoint weaknesses in facility design and in the design of

nuclear explosive operations and associated activities.” Also, the Hazards
Analysis Report (HAR) (ref definition) “documents the systematic evaluation of
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hazards to workers, the public, and the environment for a specific nuclear
explosive operation and its associated activities.” The HAR is an addendum to
the SAR.

One of the primary elements of the revised and enhanced NESS process is to
clarify the requirements for safety and hazards analysis information to be
documented for nuclear explosive operations. To assure integration of the
SAR/NESS processes, a companion element to the facility HAR is the Nuclear
Explosive Hazards Analysis (NEHA), which describes those accidents and
incidents examined by NESS. While the HAR supports the SAR process, the NEHA
performs a similar function for the NESS.

Standards and guides covering the conduct of the NESS and NEHA are being
developed. The adverse consequences of a nuclear explosive accident or
incident are such that all actions necessary to minimize the possibility of an
occurrence or otherwise mitigate the consequences must be taken. One of the
critical elements in the development of the SAR/NESS planning and coordination
guidance is to assure that processes and procedures are established ensuring
the effective evaluation of potentially serious safety concerns and no
significant hazard is overlooked or ignored.

These nuclear explosive and facility safety elements will be discussed in
detail in proposed DOE Order 5610.11 and the supporting technical standard for
the conduct of the nuclear explosive hazards analysis. The standard will also
describe interface issues related to the facility HAR.

DOE Order 5480.24, Nuclear Criticality Safety

Action: Proposed DOE Order 5610.11 adopts this order for nuclear explosive
operations, with the exception that issues related to the criticality safety
of a nuclear explosive device are a design laboratory responsibility and are
not addressed in the SAR. This is addressed in the NEHA that supports the
NESS.

DOE Order 5480.31, Startup and Restart of Nuclear Facilities

U.iQ!l: Proposed DOE Order 5610.11 fully adopts this Order for the startup
and restart of the nuclear explosive facilities, but not for nuclear explosive
operations.

SME evaluations have shown that DOE Order 5480.31 simply does not address the
needs of nuclear explosjve operations. In simple terms, the core issue is the
capability of the factllty and its staff to conduct thcirequired nuclear
explosive operation. Startup of anew nuclear explosive facility or the
restart of an existing facility after an extended shut-down period, has
different meanings for nuclear explosive operations. These operations-unique
factors must be integrated into the base 5610.11 Order and its supporting
standards and guides.



The intent of this action is not to avoid the requirement of DOE Order
5480.31, but to allow the development and implementation of an equivalent
process tailored to nuclear explosive operations. Certain elements of
DOE Order 5480.31 must be tailored to nuclear explosive operations and
include:

DOE Order 5480.31 criteria on the need of a readiness review are
specifically described in terms of the facility startup or restart.
(emphasis added)

Startup of a nuclear explosive operation involves more than a
statement that the facility is ready; it represents the culmination of
actions by the design laboratories, DOE and the Management and
Operating contractors. These actions exceed tasks specified in DOE
Order 5480.31.

DOE Order 5480.31-like requirements describing nuclear explosive
operations requirements will be included in the NESS and NES Survey
Appraisal processes. These documents will provide core information
describing the equivalent processes.

DOE Order 5482.lB, Environment, Safety and Health (ES&H) Appraisal Program

The Recommendation 93-1/NESSCAP program contained specific requirements for
the conduct of appraisals for both nuclear explosive safety and environment,
safety and health.

Action: Elements of the DOE Order 5482.lB applicable to the facilities are
adopted completely. Elements of the order are adopted for performing ES&H
appraisals of the nuclear explosive operations, but are modified to include
additional constraints. These additional constraints were imposed in order to
assure that nuclear explosive safety is not compromised by implementing
conventional nuclear safety requirements.

Programmatic appraisal requirements of DOE Order 5482.lB were not adopted in
draft DOE Order 5610.10. It is not intended to avoid these appraisals, but
rather to avoid duplication; ES&H appraisals related to the nuclear explosive
facilities will be accomplished in accordance with the provisions of DOE Order
5482.lB regardless of what is contained in DOE Order 5610.10.

Programmatic appraisals of the nuclear explosive safety appraisal program, as
an element of the DOE nuclear explosive and weapons surety (safety) program
and required by NESSCAP, will be covered in the proposed DOE Order 5610.11. A
standard on the NESS appraisal process is currently under development.

DOE Order 5700.6C, Quality Assurance

10 CFR 830.120 was issued subsequent to the publication of the Recommendation
93-1 Action 4 report, and has superseded DOE Order 5700.6C for contractor
Quality Assurance (QA) programs. Both 10 CFR 830.120 and DOE Order 5700.6C
were employed for the Recommendation 93-1 Orders evaluation, and the findings
contained in the Action 4 report apply equally to the order and the rule.

The QA program criteria contained in the rule are essentially the same as the
Order.



ACTION: The 10 CFR 830.120 (rule) has been adopted for nuclear explosive
operations to maintain consistency with criteria applicable to other defense
nuclear facilities.

IMPLEMENTATION6UIDANCE

Under the Department’s new directives system, procedures and rationale for
incorporatingother nuclear safety provisions into DOE Order 5610.11 are
contained in several supporting guides and standards. These documents, which
are.being prepared by teams of headquarters and field personnel, will be
completed by June 30, 1995.

G-561O.11, Implementation Guide for Use with DOE Order 5610.11
DoE-sTD-xxxx~95,
DOE-STD-YYYY-95,
DOE-STD-ZZZZ-95,
DOE-STD-BBBB-95,

HazardsAnalysis
luclear Explosive Safety Study Process
Personnel Assurance Program
nuclear Explosive Surety Program Appraisals
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ATTACHMENT1
(part of Enclosure 5)

UnitedStatesGovernment Department 4Adrlergy
4

memorandum Albuquerque Operations Offim

8wscTq)~I&mnm&ion 93-1SME MeetingsofMarch16-29,1995

This memorandumis for Dcf&M Programs information.

The attachmentdocumentsthesubjectmeetings.Theobjectiveofthemeetingsw tohave.
subject matW experts (SMES)review the Field Integration Team @T) drafts of DOE Orders
S61O.1Oand S61O.11 to WI@ satisfkh of commitmen~ of the Recommation 931
ActionItems.Otherobjoctivcsweretorecommendscopeandcontentforadditionalguidance
andtodocumtatthestatusofallthelZecommendatiOn93-1actions.

1believetheSME Teams did an excellent job in rcvikng the drafl Orders and providing
fe to the FIT. 1 commend all the SMESwho helped in this effort and am cspccMy
gmteful to those from HQ, NV, and the Laboratories who traveled to Albuquerque to
participate.

.
.

Director
Nuclear Safety Division

Auachmcnt

cc W/attachment
N. Dimes, CYI’MO
s. Guidicc,OEST
R In&w, OIWP
D. Fii, NESD
S. L Ksahn, DNFSB
T. m W-21, EQ
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Recommendation93-lMESSCAP Working Group
Field Integration Team (FIT)

Recommen@ion 93-1 Subject Matter Expert (SME) Meetings
March 1629,1995
Nbuquerquc,NM

BKQQs

ThesemeetingnotesdocumenttheRecommendation93-1 SME meetings heki on March 16,21, “
22,23,24,28, and 29, 1995. The objectives of the meetings were as follows.

1. Review the IT’l”drafb of DOE Orders 5610.10 and 5610.11 to verify

● the Orders satisfy the commitmentsof the Recommendation 93-1 Ac$ionItew,

● theOnlersekarlyand adequately integrate nuokar fkcility safety requirements

intotherequirementsfor nuclear explosive operation and

● referenced guidance is adequate, or the Omleridenties an additional standad or
gui& that must be developed to provide adequate guidance.

2. Recommendscope and content fa additional guidanqe.

3. Document thestatus ofallth el?ecommendatia 93-lactionsbasedonthe~~
drafts,andiden~any aotionsthatafenot~ bytheHOderrevisionsor
thesemm rneetingS

lhmedmeroster(Attaohent2)iden tifiestheSMW hatpat@atd ineachdkussion.
SMEShorn ALand NV were theprimsry participants, with additiomilsupport provided by DOE
Hdprkrs (DP-24 and DP-31) and theW- designkbmtdes.lbSME rncctinginput
waspresented tothefidlm fbr Icvicwandincorporation inWhedraft@krs. FITatteadance
and@cipation aredocumentedk FIT meeting minutes. Notethat the Mamh24and29
meeting dates signi@particip@ion in the FITmeetigs ddo_qresent separate SME
-

SumuIm
.,

Objective I was aocompw bya -s@ d. Sm _gs wereheld fw each Action
Item (exceptfm two, which will be discussedbelow)toreviewtheassociatedwriteup in the HI’
draft Oders. SMEs ewdti theCHef qtiments and I@- againsttheActionItem to
ensure the __ wescc=mpu and the _ pmvkkd a clear, technically
dficient statement of appmp=e policy fm nuclear explosive qeratkm Formostktion
I_arcvision tothe FITdrafiwas&ve@cd tod ocument the conclusions of the SMB
evaluation

,

.
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‘fk two Action Items that were not addressed in the SME meetings wereItem9, Nuclear
ExplosiveSafety, and Item 15, Onsite Packaging and Transportation. Nuclear explosive safety
was not ddmssed because the issues had been addressed by nuclear explosive safety SMEs in
the Nuclear Explosive Safkty Study Process Working Group (NESSPWG), which became in
essence the ~, during preparation of the draft Oniers. Onsite Packaging and Transportation
was not addmsd because it will be addressed in a revision to DOE Order 5610.12, currently
m progress.

‘Ihe secondstep fm completingObjective 1 was presenting the prqosed revisions to the full FIT
ti consideration for inapmtm “ g into the Orders. This process often stimulated fiwtherdebate
and discussion, While some proposed re~ons were accepted and incorporated without
additional discussion, fhrther rework of the text by the entire FIT was mom typical.The
resultantMarch 29 FinalW of theOnlersadequatelyrepre=attherecommendations
developedby the Recommendation93-1 SME meetings.

objective 2wasaccomplished on March29 bythepreparation ofanoutline of an
Implementation Guide to accompany DOE Order 5610.11 (Attachment 3). Discussion dwing
the meetings identif%d the issues where further guidance bey~ that in the Orders was

●&ermmed necewq or beneficial. New DOE standardsare prqosed in the Orders, and these
will addreas some of the areas reqtig further guidance. The ImplementationGuide will

*theremainingarea&

Objective3 was accomplishedon March 29 and 30 by nwiewing the list of Recommendation93-
/ 1 actions and documenting the status of each (Attachment 4). while many of the actions have

bees completed, the status matrix indicates that additional guidance is necessary fm many items.
‘R& @dance will be povided in an Implementation Guide fm DOE Onier 5610.11 (see
precedhg paragraph) and five new DOE standards. Personnel assignments and schedules for
*mtiti*ti_ N~m*figmd Wb_tibyti~-r.

.

‘Ilw SMEdiscusdons fbreach Action Itemare smmarid ill Attachment 1.

AQim& ,,

~ IrnpIementationGuide for DOE @fer 5610.11(G-5610.11-*. O)will be developed to
provide additional @dance fbr the items listed in Attachment2. ~ guide wiIl be prepared by
representatives fknn A NV, and DP, witi participation or review by additional SMEs as
required.lb guideis scheduledto be reviewed by them P’lTduring its May 2, 1995 session.

,.

,. ,,

,.

.
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Attachment 1

Recommendation 93-1/NESSCAP Working Group
Field integration Team ~

Recommendation93-1 Subject Matter Expert (SMEj Meetings
March 1629, 1995
Albuquerque, NM

Suing of DISCUWQW
. .

The followingnotes summarize the discussionsof the SME meetings. To facilitate use, they are
presented in the order of the Recommendation 93-1 Action Items, rather than in the order
dkussed.

Item 1- Au~ents
●

The ActionItem uses the terms “audits,” “appdsds,” and ‘awessmats.” Q-SW. 120-REV.O
Micates-that an audit is one type of assessment. An “appmisala is considered another type of
ass&smmt. The SMESconcluded that all these terms are beii used interchangeably. It was
recommendedthat specific requirements for appraisals be specified in a section titled as such in
draft DOE Order 5610.10..

‘ilMSMEs recommended that the =tion on assessmentsbe deletedfkom draft DOE Order
5610.10, because it adds nothing to tie quality MS-* (QA) program requirement in draft
DOE Grder 5610.11 fbr nuclear expIosive oprations to 00@y with the oriteda of paragmph
(c) of 10 CFR 830.120. These cxitcria include management and independent assessments.
ImplementationGuide G830.120-REV. O is mfemnd, and this was determined to provide
adequateguidanoe.

The Recommendation93-1 evaluation aoknowkdged M appmisd requirements fa nuclear
+osivesaf~ exist in DOE Onler 5610.11, but found b requirements to be less rigorous than
the in DOE Order 5482.lB tbr ES&H apprakds. The need to upgrade the nuclear explosive
safetyappraisalprogram requirements was also identifiedby theIndependentNuclear Explosive
N* StudyReview.‘l%erespometothoserecommendationswas8planf= developing a new
DOEs@ndardtoupgradenuolear explosive *etyappti llbnewstadardw asnotoited
in H DOE Order 5610.10 it was recommended that refkrence to it be added. To sati@ the
I&ommdation 93-1 commitments tie new standard must_ nucIearexplosiveapprakal
requirements that am equiwdent to those fw =M appisds in DOE Order 5482.lB and 10
CFR 830.120, pmgraph (c), and it must speoi& appro@@ * d qualification
~~ f~ P- -U*8 ~= wfi~”

= Order S61O.IOdid not cite DOE CMk 57W.6C * ES=I appmisds, as committed to
in the Action Item. It was recommended that a requirement to pedorm ES&H appraisals in

“1
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aomdam with pamgmph(C)of 10 CFR 830.120, which supersedes DOE Order 5700.6C fm
nuclear ficilitks, be added to draft DOE Order 5610.11 for ES&H appraisals.

‘me additionalconstdnts to ensure that nuclear explosive safety considerations are factored into
the ES&Happraisals and any resulting recommendationswem determinedtobe necasaryand

wP@@*

AnotherWE rexmmrkndatiomwas to add requirements for higher level apprakk (e.g., DP-20
_ of the operations offices).

Duringdiwussionof the 93-1 SMErecommendationswiththeMI ~, potentialprobkms wem
identifiedin specifyingadoptionof the entire DOE Order 5482.lB for qpmising nuclear
explosiveoperations. DOE Order 5482. lB assigns responsibilities fa two levels of appmisals.
DOEFieldOrgankations arc tooonduct appmisals of subordinate field activities (kwolving either
DOE w contractor organidons) to ensure the effectiveness of ES8LHactivities. EH-1 is
assiped tk responsibility for conducting management appraisals of line organhtion ES&H
program:, To obtain oo+kming &ta for these management qpraids, EH-1 is also assigned
IWSPCX@fitYfw ~d~g ~raisals of select facilities and opemtions.

‘l’heEii-1 apprbal requirements in DOE Order 5482.lB are in efkct at the sites where nuckar
explosiveoperations are being oonduoted, though the nuckar explosive operations are currently
exehded tim appraisal requirements. l%em was ooncem that MDOE Order 5482.lB were
adopted in its entirety, the EH-1 appraisals of line organization ES&H program would be
requiredspecificallyfor nuclear explosive opemtions. me stated objective of the EH-1 appraisal
istoassess theeffbctiveness of~ org*tion ES=pmgmms, and nottoappmise
implementationfm spedic filcilities or operations.

It was agreed to adopt only the Field Orpization requirements fk’omDOE Order 5482.IB fm
nuclear explosive operations. This resolves the obsemation of the Recommendation 93-1
evaluationby requiring ES&H appmids of nucle= explosive operations. EH-1 appmids of
site ES&Eprogmms are requiredby DOBmw54=.lB; itisnotne=sary to repeat this.mqmmmat in the 5610 Orders.

Snce operationsoffice ES&H em am ~tly concluding ES&H appraisals fw
nuclear hcilities as required by DOE ~= 5482. lB, detied requirements and procedures
shouldbe m place. IIM SMESaped tit *8 these me reqtiments and procedures would
be apprqiate for ES&H appraisals of nucl= explosive op=tkms. DOE Order 5610.10
specib that operations O* ~ ~ti~ f= estaba these requirements and
guidelines, to include requirements for X md q-g ap@sal pemmnel.

TIMSMEsrecommendedrewordhg the requirem@ h H DOEOrder 5610.11 to more clearly
addmuthe Aotion Item ltwasalw~ti*r@*wiU bepmvided in the

2
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IrnplementionGuideforDOE Wer 5610.11(04610.1 l-REV. O). The guidancewill discuss
items that should be included in the system, and how the system should be UA toimprovethe

effectivenessof safety program related to nuolear explosive operations.

Itwasagreed toleavethe general requirement fbr@&mance indicators asitisinthedrall
DOE Order 5610.11. It was also agreed that dditiod @dance should be provided in (3-
561O.11-REV.O,at least to cib examples as wasdme in the AL Supplemental Directives (SDS).
Travis Hunsaker volunteered to organize a wrking session at NV to discuss potential
performance indicators that could be used for the Nevada Test Sik (NTS). hput from this
sessioncould be added to G-561O.1l-REV. O.

The SMEsagreed itisappr@ate torequire ~withtheparagraph (c)criteria of10
CFR 830.120 and reference guidance in ~-830.120, rather than adopt the requirements and
guidance of DOE order S700.6C, as stated in the Reoommedation 93-I Report. m basic
~bmen~m~,dti~ti=ti-.l~ti-~ thatin DOE Order
5700.6C. h * has also supemeded the Order* DOE nuclear&51ities.

me SMEs recommended deleting the statement dated to a graded approach and replacing it
with paragraph (b)(l) of 10 CER 830.120, which inoludes the graded approach requiremen~
-Ph O)(U * -- *veloPment of 8-9 ~ - (QJW. TheSMES
believedit necessary to add a reqbmmt to drafkDOEOrder5610.11 fw DOE to approve the
QW. ~_ti_ktide, b@ti~~kdqti&ti
approvalis tied to the rule implementation soheduk ‘IIMschedule fw implementing DOEOrder
S61O.11will be spedied ~.

Recommendation*1 actionsincluded upgding requirements for nuokar explosive operations
in AL Quslity Criteria documents (QC-1 and @-~. Ahho@ QC-1 and QC-2 address XWIXly
of the 10 CFR 830.120 nuokar safety criteria, the @WUY purpose of QC-1 and QC-2 is to
assure product qudi~. it was dtid~ tit boti the ~ti of 10 CFR 830.120 and QC-1 and
QC-2can be applied to nuclear explosiveoperations.W safetyrequirements(10 CFR 830.120
criteria) are _ in the SD. %dUCt qudky asmmnoe ~ m@rements can also be
imposed m lower tier -n@, but they -t M 00mpfmh compliancewith10CFR
830.120 cri- Although h -mm-m ml ~m wem m explicitly performed,
they are considered~plti by -g 10 -m. In d- which satisfies the intent

. of the actiorlsO

A@onz~ms● .

M DOE Order 5610.11 oonti the basic requk-ts ti a safety review system. ‘IIM
SMEaconchdeditwas~tOpfO* aM60nal _Onsfor tbesystemin G-

,..
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5610.1 l-REV. O. This guidance will be based on the review system elements in DOE Order
5480.6 (and former DOE Order 5480.5), and will be tailored to the unique characteristics of
nuclear explosive operations.

me first action in this Action Item is to evaluate existing program and identify ams for
improvement. It was decided that it is more appropriate fbr DOE to establish the basic
requirements and expectations in the DOE Order and accompanying guide, which would then
require contractors to evaluate theii own programs and develop nemssmy improvements. The
objective of the first action will be accomplished, although the steps will be perfbrmed in a
different sequence.

A@J“onitem6- St@@ ag.g~~ and Ouald%atmq.0 . .

The SMESrecommendedchanging the manner of adopting DOE Order 5480.20A to includethe
entireOrderminusChaptersIIandIII,ratherthanjustadoptingChapterI. Thissatisfi~the
firstactionoftheActionitem.

The secondaction,whichrelatmtotrainingprogramaccreditation,was determinedtobeoutside

thescopeof the 5610 Orders. All accreditation requirements, includingthe specific facilities that
. require program accreditation, am spedfkd in DOE Order 5480.18B. The second action is

addressed by that Order.

Training program standds and guidance were discussed to complete the third action. It was
determined that the general personnel training and qualification program requirements in DOE
Order 5480.20A am sufficient in scope and technically adequate for contractor training
~. It was determined that -pm ~, Which-tains _ trainingandqudi%ation
requirementsfor non-reactor nuclear facility personnel, does not fidly apply to nuclear explosive
~@iOnS. The SMESrecommended that qecific requirements similar to those in Chapter IV
be developedfbr nuclear explosive operations and associated activities and fiwilities, and issued
in DOE Order 5610.11 or an accompanying standani or guide.

The FIT corduded that a single set of specific training and qdfkation requirements was not
advisable due to the si@cant differences between the nuclear explosive operations at I%ntex
and NTS. The FIT Fii Draft of DOE Order 5610.11 requires that responsible organhdons
develop requirements quivalent to those in Chapter IV of DOE Order 5480.20A.

The Action Item refers to DOE order 5480.20, which was in effbct at the time the Action 4
Report was issued. llds Mer has subsequentlybeen mised to 5480.2(IA. Wkb the exception
of personnel stailing (Obfia b for this t@C in the Recom=ndation 93-1 Action 4 Report),
adopting 5480.20A instead of 5480.20* resolve the obsmatkms on which the Action Item
was based. Personnel -g rqbmmts were deleted fhm 540.20 in the revision to
5480.20A.

It was subsquenffy dhcovmd (when prep=hg these notes) that pemnnel staffing is adbssed

4
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by DOE Order 54S0.22 under Administrative Controls. The requirement is, “S-g
requirements fm fhcilitypositions] importantto safeoperationof the facility shallbe provided
in the AdministrativeControls sections.” Guidelines to irnpleme’ntthis requirement are provided
in Attachment1 to DOE Order 5480.22. Draft DOEOrder 5610.11 adopts DOE Order 5480.22
for TechnicalSafetyRequirements ~Rs) for the facilitiesin whichnuclear explosiveope@”ons
areconducted, and requires that simiIarcontrols be developedfa the operations. This provides
requirements for nuckarexplosive operations that are equivalent to those for nuclear facilities,
and theref- satisfies the intent of this Action Item. The effort to finalb DOE Order 5610.11
should, however, consider adding a sentence to the TSR section noting that the stafhg
requirement and guidelines in DOE Order 5480.22 apply to nuclear exphxive operations and
associated activities and facilities.

The Obxmafions thatled to this Action Item identified two sepamte issues human fhctors
requirements for designing the equipment and procedures used fa assembly, disassembly, and
testing; and requirements fbr awessing the safety risks of human involvement.

DraftDOE Order 5610.11 oontainsgeneml requirements to comider humanfiactorsin designing
equipment and developing procedures f= nuclear explosive operations. It was agreed that
specific expectations that will sati~ this requirement @l be provided in G-561O.11-REV.O.
Material similar to that in AL SD5610.11 will be provided.

I Drafl DOE Order 5610.11 requires that human fmbeaddressed in the hazards SIUdySiS,as
will be described in the new DOE standard for hazards analysis fix nuclear explosive operations.
An adequate tmatmentof thisissue inthenew standard will mtisfjrtheaction.

Ail
. ● *O

The SMESbelievedthattherequirementindraftDOE Order S61O.1Ito performanddocument
safety analyses in accOdme with DoEorder 5480023 satis&s theaction to%doptthe
criticality provisions of DOE Order 5480.23.” The SMEs developed a recommended revision
to the statement in draft DOE Order 5610.11 that adopts DOE Oder S4S0.24 to simply require
that “nuclear explosive operations and associated activities comply with the criticality safety
requirements of DOE Order 5480.24.9 TIMANSI Stmdards that are referenced in DOE Order
s4s03@rwidesu=ieatanda@Uateg uidimc%noaddit id@anceisnecmary.

one exception to the DOB OrxkXS4M.23 rqorting mqtimmts was recommended, and a
Statemeotwas added to the drall DOE mer 5610.11thattiticalitysafetyof a specific nuclear
explosiveand its components should not be discussed in the SAR Criticality safety for a single

. nuclear explosive is a design requirement, and it is believd tit fm the fkcility SAR (or the
opemtion hazards analysis) to report on the details of the nuclear physicsof the weapon design
(or test device design) is not appfopfite. Critidty safety of a singleunitis a msponsibdity of
thedesignkibs andisaddresd inthedesign -

5 ,
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D@ DOEOrder S61O.11 requiresthatsafety analysisof facilities used fornuclearexplosive
operationsbe performedand documentedinaccordancewithME Order5480.23,basedon
boundinghazards.The SMEs recommendeda c~cation tospec@ thattheanalysiswill
includea spectrum of accident types, each based on bounding hazard conditions, and avoid
implying that the analysis can be based on a single bounding accident.

‘I%eW& also recommendeda revisionto spwWalIy requirea completek=ls analysisfm
each nuclearexplosive operationperformedin the fkility. The subset of this analysis that
involvesnuclear detonation, and high explosivedetonationanddeflagmtion,willbedocumented
m a NuclearExplosiveHazardsAssessment(NEHA) foruseby the Nuclear Explosive Safety
Study (NESS) Group.

DraftDOE Order 5610.11 requiressafetyanalysesbeperformed in accordancewith thegeneral
@dance ofDOMT’IMXB94 and thespecificguidanceofa new DOE standard to be written
specificallyfor nuchxarexplosive operations. l%e SMEs agfeed that thi$ app- is neomsrq
due to the unique features of nuclear explosive operations and the attendant hazards and risks.
While DOBSTD-3009-94 provides geneml methods, specifh tdmiqms must be identified to
adequately assess the 0pem6m (e.g., considehg humans as accidentinitiators). The SMES
beIievethis approachwill satis& the Action Itemcommitments fm safety analysis if the new
standd pnwides adequatedirectionand guidance.

Draft DOE Order 5610.11 requires that fkcility TSRs be developed and implemented in
accdmce with the requirements of DOE Order S480.22. ‘Ilw SMEs recommended minor
*g=@ti~EM5610.llmc~ti@~ ‘Ibedmft Order didnot_ that
DOEOrder 5480.22 be applied to opemting hits andcontds fa nuclear explosive opemtions.
The SMESagreed with this approach, believing that controls fm individual opations do not .
merit permanent controls with the accompanying implementation and enforcement f-hues of
fkility TsRs.

Operatingcontrols do, howev=, need to be developedand implemented, and the SMESbelieved
that requirements “similar” to DOE Oder S480.22 TSRs, with specifics lefk to the opemtion
Om= toddb,8N~ DraftDOE Order 5610.11 containedthis requirement in
principle, and the SMES nxommendd clar@ing revisions. The SMES believed that the
guidelinesof DOE Order S480.22 am suffkient to use as a basis f= operating controls, and no
additional guidance is required.

b- Item11
. Unrmewed SafetyOuesdon ~

● .
.

IIMSMESagreedwiththeW @kr 5610.11 in adopting~Eti S480.21 fm thefiicilities
in whichnuclearexplosive~fions ~ -ucted, butw -g itfm theoperations.

‘l’lx processinDOEH 54W.21 dow$ opemthgcontm@’$ toimplementchangeswithout

6
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obtainingDOE approval if the contractors determine that the change does not impact the facility
safety basis. DOE policy has traditionally been to require that the design labs and DOE review
all changes that may impact nuclear explosive safety, even when the operating contractor’s
evaluationhdeates that the ohange does not impact the facility safety basis. ‘I%eSMESagreed
that this polioy is warranted due to the potentiaIconsequencesassdatd With the hazard
involved,and theoornplexityand sensitivityof the nuclear explosive.

Draft DOE Order 5610.11 requires that contractorsdevelop and implement change control
processes equivaknt to those in, DOE Order 5480.21 fm nuclearexplosive operations and
assocbd activities, with DOE approval required fm ohangesthat can potentially impact nuclear
explosive safety. The additicmal approval requirement was added in response to a
recommendationby the SMES. No additional guidance was determined to be necessary. The
SMESbelievedthat many of the f=tures of the processes in DOE Onier S480.21 can be applied
to nuclear exph3@e opratkm.

12 .

I’lie SMESagreed with the general approachin draft DOE Order S61O.11 to require a
-tion ae=t (q prop and referenceDOGS1’D-1073-93for guidance, but
recommendeda number of additions and revisions for clarilkation. A requirement was added
for DOE to approve amtmtors’ CM plans, and specific items that must be addressed by the
prO@m were added to the requirements. Additional guidanoe (similar to that in AL SD
5610.11) wiUbe provided in G-561O.1I-REV. O.

13 T- and ~
. ● ●. .

DraftDOE Order 5610.11 containsrequirementstoselectorestablishstandadsfa the&ign,

fkWat&m, and @stingof tooling andequipmentused in nuckar explosive operations,andto
maintaindesign criteria doournents. The SMEs believed that additional guidance was

.appqmte, and it will be provided in G-561O.11-REV.O.

14 .

I%eactions aretoadopt_~ of DOE 0rder4330.4B fbrm@ainingfaciIitiesand
equipment used fix nuclear explosive operations, and to require DOE approval of the
titenanee Implementation-. Dmft DOE tir 561O.11idudes these requirwnents, and
the ActionItemi8satMe4.

16 .

lkafi DOEOrder S61O.I1requkesthatreadkss reviews fm fhoWkS usedfm nuclearexplosive
Operationsbeperhlcdin XxWdan@withDoEorder 5480.31* Fhrtherdircctionis necessq

7
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to apply the requirements that are keyed to a nuclear facility category, since the facilities usal
f= nuoiear explosive operations am not nude= =tiu. It was agreed to require that
opemtionsoffice procedures speci~ how these requirements are to be applied. DOIWi’D-l~7-
93 is referenced fa non-mandatory guidance to indicate the basis of nude= ftity hazad
categories.

Discuwions on applying DOE Order 5480.31 to nuclear explosiveoperationsled to two

alternatives.The firstalternativewould tospecifythatDOE Order 5480.31 is to be used for
nuclear expbsive operations, ~g that interpretations of some provisions of the Order
would be required to fit the process (e.g., interpret “fdty startup” to include the start of a new
operation within a continuously operating f=ility). The second alternative would be to require
that opemtions officesdevelopa review process equivalent to that in DOE Order 5480.31 that
is qecific to nuckar explosive operation.

The compromisewas to requireoperationsofficesto developand implementan operations
madness assessmentprocessthatincorporatestheattributesof ihcilityreadinessassessments
fromDOE Order S480.31 by adopting appropriate requirementsfkomtheOrderandqdfying
requirementsunique to nuclear explosive operations. (3-5610.1l-REV. O will provide
expectationsf= the operations madness assessment, including the essential attributes of DOE
Order S480.31 and the unique reqtimen~ for assedng the readiness of nuclear explosive
~“
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Attwhment 2
(continued)

- I@Ommendation 93-1 W~tig -W
Subject Matter ~ MeetirIgAttendees

Fobwing are the names andor@zation -ens oftheindividualslistedontheattendance
-

Bailey, J. Nolan, ~MD
Brooks, Jesse, ALNESD
Burgin, Corrine, LLNL
~, Dave, DP-24
Dilley, Dan, ALPAD
Gutie=z, Tom, ~~
Hunsaker, Travis, NV
Lifke, Don, ALPAD
Li* m, DP-31 (=@)
Lo@ WC, DP-31
Martimz Joe, LANL
Miller, Charles, AL-NSD
Miller, Robert, AIZGMD(stone&Webster)
Peterson, Joel, LANL
Rigdan, Doug, ALNSD
Roberson, Jeff, DP-31
Roybal, Li% ~NSD
~, J* AbNsD
snow,Ben,A.LPAD
Thomprm, Steve, ALNSD
Wshler, Vince, ALNSD
W- Bob, ALFNSD
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Attachment 3

OUTLINE

IMPLEMENTA~ON GUIDE
fmusewitb “

DOE Order 5610.11
SAFEIY OF NUCLEAR EXPIOSIVE OPERATIONS
,,

L

IL

IIL

Iv.

1.

2

3.

4.

5.

60

Apphtioa

Guiddinca

Cdigmth Management

IssuesManagement ‘

performancehcbtors

ProcessIMp
80 Equipment
b.

Facilitie8
: Pmd-
& Nuclear Explesive8

S8fdy Rmk8

.
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Aaachment4

DNFSB Recommen&tion 93-1
Action Item Status

March 30, 1995
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